COVID-19 Scientific Advisory Group
Rapid Evidence Report
Topic: What role might children play in community SARS-CoV-2
transmission? What measures might mitigate potential additional risk of
transmission of COVID-19 related to school and daycare reopening?
1. Are children more likely to have asymptomatic or mild COVID-19 infection compared with
adults with COVID-19?
2. What are the transmission characteristics of COVID-19 in children?
a) Are children as likely to transmit the infection as adults (addressing
symptomatic or asymptomatic COVID-19)?
b) Are children more likely to become infected with COVID-19 at school or
daycare, in the community, or within households? What is the
risk to teachers and staff in the context of transmission at daycare and
school?
3. Are there differences in the patterns of detection of viral RNA, viable virus, and SARSCoV-2 antibodies between adults and children throughout infection?
(a) Is there a difference in SARS-CoV-2 RT-PCR or RNA load values and carriage
of viable virus (assessed by viral culture or subgenomic mRNA) between
children and adults?
(b) What is the current understanding of COVID-19 serologic responses in
children and adults?
4. Are public health interventions (e.g., masks, distancing, hand hygiene) appropriate and
effective for these age groups?
5. What are potential harms of school closures during pandemics for children?
6. What are suggested strategies and considerations for safe school opening?

Context
•
•
•

In order to form an informed plan for Alberta children returning to school, it is critical to understand the
risks associated with COVID-19 infection and transmission in schools and daycare settings for children
and staff, and the broader community.
As well as potential risks due to COVID-19 exposure associated with school and daycare reopening,
there are also potential risks associated with school closures during the COVID-19 pandemic.
A variety of organizations, including the Canadian Pediatric Society and American Academy of
Pediatrics, have urged that a safe return to school should be the starting goal, for the physical and
mental health and wellbeing of students and families, due to concerns of harms such as:
o Loss of education and socialization, mental health challenges secondary to isolation, food
insecurity from missing school meals, and the potential for exposure to increased abuse with
decreased avenues for reporting, among others
o There are also significant societal and economic reasons to reopen schools and daycares,
allowing parents to return to work. There is a real possibility of financial hardship affecting the
health of families in the absence of predictable school reopening or provision of appropriate
affordable childcare.
o Low income families may be disproportionately compromised by remote schooling due to
challenges of computer and internet resources, adequate space, and worsened food insecurity
with the loss of school- based food programs.
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Context (continued)
•

•
•

•

•
•

Alberta Education has developed plans for September school reentry which encompass a range of
possibilities: near-normal operations with in-school classes, partial in-school attendance with
additional health measures, and continued at-home learning with cancellation of in-school classes1;
at the time of publication of document, Scenario 1 (in school classes) is the operational plan in
Alberta.
Other groups such as the Hospital for Sick Children, Toronto, and Pediatric specialty associations
have also provided guidance documents2.
This report is meant to collate current evidence around key public health questions that can inform
the evolution of policy. Data examining evidence for differential infection rates by age, transmission
patterns, and viral kinetics between adults and children are summarized, as are some models of
school closure and community transmission dynamics. An initial review of potential harms of not
opening schools, which is mostly based on expert consensus, is also presented. A literature review
and analysis of data (derived from both literature and reputable media reports), focusing on countries
with similar epidemiology and school system structures, was used to inform the recommendations.
Evaluation of risk related to school-based transmission is complex because of varying epidemic and
school lockdown patterns globally during the first 6 months of the pandemic. To mitigate this issue,
pediatric and adult infection and transmission characteristics were compared across geographies.
Limited epidemiologic data in the published literature was supplemented with information from
government surveillance data and media reports.
Further guidance from the World Health Organization and UNICEF is expected and this review will
require updates with evolving information.
This is a living review which will be updated to reflect best available science.

References used for Context1,2

Key Messages
•

•

•
•

The degree of community transmission of COVID-19 appears to be a key determinant of risk in schools
and daycares. In settings of low community transmission (for example in British Columbia), daycares
have opened with no documented cases to date. In settings of high community transmission, multiple
within-facility transmission cases are reported in schools and daycares (various US jurisdictions),
reinforcing the importance of the community epidemic context in interpretation of school and daycare
transmission reports, and also of overall population based transmission reduction methods to permit safe
school opening
Review of Alberta childhood SARS-CoV-2 epidemiology shows higher testing rates in children than in
many jurisdictions, with very low rates of documented infection and hospitalization. There are no
documented COVID-19 infections attributed to acquisition in school or daycare settings in Alberta: school
closures occurred March 16, 2020, at which point there was 1 case in an <10 year old and 17 in 10-20
year olds, and transmission was largely travel related. As of July 27, 1,474 children (0 - 19 years) from
Alberta have been documented to have confirmed or probable COVID-19, with no deaths, two intensive
care admissions and 10 hospitalizations (0.8% hospitalization rate) reported. In kids under 10 specifically
there are 561 cases with a 0.5% hospitalization rate, with no ICU admissions. By comparison, adults age
20-60 comprise 7228 cases, with a 3% hospitalization rate, 40 ICU admissions and 5 deaths.
In Alberta, media reports indicate that 3 students attending a Catholic high school in person summer
class in Calgary tested positive for COVID resulting in an outbreak investigation, although an outbreak
was not declared.
From population and cohort study analysis, there is a consistent finding that children appear more likely to
have asymptomatic or mild disease. However, published data is limited in comparability by differing
population testing strategies, disease definitions and public health interventions.
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•
•

•

•

•

•

•

•
•

Child to adult transmission appears to occur at a lower rate than adult to child or child to child
transmission, based on epidemiologic observations from multiple countries.. This finding appears more
robust in children <10 years old.
Some studies show lower SARS-CoV-2 viral loads in children as compared to adults but others showed
insignificant differences or, in one study, higher levels inferred by cycle threshold data. Therefore data are
insufficient to support a conclusion on relative viral load in children. Children may have fewer cells with
viral receptors in their upper airways, may have different droplet and cough dynamics and also may have
some possible cross-protective immunity from endemic coronaviruses that commonly affect children.
Fecal shedding of SARS-CoV-2 identified by RT-PCR may be prolonged in children. Viable virus has
been isolated from stool and its survival in water has been demonstrated up to 25 days, so there is
theoretic potential for transmission from feces although this has not been reported and the infectious
dose is unknown.
In current epidemiologic reports children are more likely to be exposed to and infected by SARS-CoV-2 at
home, followed by travel. Transmission rates in schools and daycares are variable and overall, school
outbreaks are described most commonly in areas with higher community transmission. Importantly,
similar childhood infection rates have been found in otherwise similar countries with and without school
closure. Older students (teens) may exhibit a higher likelihood of transmission than younger students.
The risk of transmission to adults in school settings has been assessed with population based occupation
relative risk data from Sweden, which did not close schools, finding that teachers risk of infection was
similar to the overall population (RR 0.7 to 1.1) whereas taxi drivers had a 4.8 fold risk increase. However,
middle and high school outbreaks have been documented with transmission to children and staff greater
than the reported community rates, for example in a school in France prior to school closure and in a
middle school in Israel, on reopening, both with specific context considerations3 (consistent with
superspreader events). Although concerning, reported large school based outbreaks are few in relation to
the number of schools opening across countries.
There is limited evidence to evaluate public health interventions (distancing, face coverings, hand
hygiene) in children, and the feasibility and appropriateness of these measures varies considerably by
age and developmental status with specific concerns about adherence challenges for masking in younger
children.
The effect of school closures on community transmission is mainly evaluated in modelling studies layered
with multiple transmission reduction strategies, and these studies are constrained by input data
quality/assumptions. The results of modelling studies to not allow conclusions to be drawn about the
impact of school closures or opening on community transmission in settings similar to Alberta.
There are considerable negative psychosocial impacts for children and their families resulting from
prolonged school closures raised by various expert bodies.
A summary of school opening strategies which were common across multiple sources is compiled and
annotated with the Scientific Advisory Group current consensus below.

Committee Discussion
The committee supported the provision of pragmatic summary of considerations for safe school opening as a
natural offshoot of the scientific evidence review. At initial discussion, the committee suggested increasing the
focus on the different considerations for prevention measures across student age ranges/developmental
considerations. One member highlighted WHO and UNICEF guidance is expected and the committee agreed that
the document will require iterative review with release of new information, but also reflected that urgent planning
needs suggest not delaying delivering this report to key stakeholders. Discussion of the use of masks highlighted
differences of opinion predicated on the lack of data directly describing COVID-19 transmission reduction with
cloth mask use in community settings, and a lack of data around the potential negative developmental, social and
learning effects of non-medical masks in school settings, with specific concerns regarding adherence challenges
and potential negative effects in younger children. There is therefore no stated recommendation for mask use in
children and youth but acknowledgement of potential use of masks where feasible and appropriate, and in the
context of outcome evaluation processes. It was noted that in general, the strength of evidence which can be
generated around public health interventions can be limited compared to clinical treatment interventions. It was
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suggested that opportunities to inform local practice through a quality improvement approach to layered public
health interventions should be explored.

Guiding Principle Recommendations
Recommendation 1: Cautious, monitored reopening of schools and daycares is feasible with support for risk
reduction practices, in settings of low community COVID-19 transmission (as assessed by Public Health with
consideration of case numbers, test positivity, hospitalization rates, Rt, and community transmission patterns).
Rationale: Children appear to have milder symptoms, low risk of severe illness, and epidemiologic data suggests
a lower likelihood of transmitting COVID-19. Similarly, existing data from multiple jurisdictions suggests that
schools are not likely to be the primary source of community outbreaks, and there are significant harms
associated with extended school closure that may outweigh any benefits associated with the likely
limited decrease in community spread. The potential harms related to school closure include social, emotional,
and behavioral health, economic well-being of families, and academic achievement of children, with a
disproportionate effect on low-income and minority children and those living with disabilities. Based on current
data, COVID-19 non pharmaceutical interventions targeting contact patterns in the broader community should be
prioritized over school closure as it is likely that such measures may offer reduction of community transmission of
COVID-19 with fewer risks to children and families.
Recommendation 2: Public health interventions should be supported with appropriate resources, and evaluated
as part of safe school opening strategies. Rationale: School transmission risk may be reduced
through layered risk mitigation strategies. Broadly, these include symptom-based screening precautions for
attendance, cohorting of classes, decreased group sizes where feasible, hand hygiene protocols, and enhanced
cleaning for all age groups. In addition, age stratified application of measures such as physical distancing and
potentially cloth masks where feasible and appropriate can be considered, and if implemented outcomes should
be assessed. Secondary transmission should be minimized through mandatory and supported selfisolation with illness, and a robust and efficient testing, contact tracing and isolation system. Age and riskbased considerations should be applied for all students, staff and teachers in assessing personal protective
equipment (PPE) needs. Further evidence that assesses the relative importance of droplet versus contact/fomites
transmission in school settings, utility of cloth masks in this setting, and experience with school openings
elsewhere will help in evolution of these measures.

Practical Considerations
•

Challenges to designing and implementing modified school programming include physical and financial
resources that should be addressed with formal and transparent input from teachers, schoolboards, staff
parents, and students. Workforce health is directly related to the wellbeing of children and families, and
safe and stable school opening should be prioritized and resourced.

•

Equitable support for schools should include ensuring availability of hand hygiene supplies,
recommended PPE and environmental cleaning materials, and should consider methods to address
structural deficiencies such as poor ventilation and crowded classrooms..

•

Adults (teachers, care providers and support staff) are at higher risk of significant illness than the children
they work with if they acquire COVID-19 during this pandemic; however, it is unclear that schools pose
higher risks than other community settings. This is based on existing data suggesting that transmission
risk from and between children is quite low compared with transmission from adults to others, and
a population-based risk assessment by profession from Sweden. However, increasing age or other
medical risks of individual adults in school settings should be considered when assessing in person
versus virtual professional roles, and provision of personal protective equipment.

•

A partial return to school (for example alternate day instruction) creates limitations on parents' ability
to either be employed or participate meaningfully in their work. In addition, a hybrid model may create
community transmission concerns related to the need for out of school care or supervision with exposures
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to caregivers, grandparents and other family, and mixing of children in different cohorts. For that reason,
full-time supervision of cohorted children with part time direct instructional hours may be preferred to
partial day instruction or partial week instruction. This is particularly important for younger children
where effective virtual instruction is more challenging and the children are not as functionally independent
as later junior high and high school students.
•

Critical non-educational benefits associated with schools, such as meal programs, social
interventions and community events, need to be incorporated into school opening plans and supported as
possible.

•

Many children and families have limited access to high-speed internet, computers and other resources
needed to complete the home portion of the school curriculum, with the greatest impact on children
who have the fewest opportunities. Planning and resources for appropriate support must be incorporated
into virtual/distance learning options.

•

Special needs students who are medically complex may face higher risks from SARS-CoV-2 with return
as well as being most at risk of losing the supports they need due to modifications. Strategies to assist
this group should be developed with trans-disciplinary involvement.

•

Educational materials to assist teachers and parents in reinforcing hand and respiratory hygiene, and age
appropriate physical distancing are required. Relevant factors include challenges with younger children
due to their developmental stage, and the possibility of less adherence among older children, particularly
those from homes that do not support school closure or public health interventions.

•

Although the degree of anticipated risk reduction from cloth mask use is unclear (based on a paucity of
data), to be consistent with other interim public health recommendations regarding cloth masking when
unable to distance in group indoor settings, cloth masks may be supported in older children and teens
(>10 years) who may be more likely to transmit COVID 19 than younger children, be better able to adhere
to proper use, and have potentially fewer communication challenges from masking. Evolving evidence
around the utility of mask use in community and school settings is expected and recommendations may
change with further knowledge of potential benefits and harms.

•

There is a lack of evidence to support development of best practices in classrooms, such
that pragmatic cluster randomized trials or quality improvement projects with outcome evaluation should
be considered in schools in partnership with school boards and teachers associations, with adherence to
ethical principles. Measures with equipoise that could be assessed include but are not limited to:
continuous masking for teachers, cloth versus medical masks for teachers (plus/minus face shields),
varied cohort sizes for students, varied mask policies and acceptability and adherence to mask policies in
children, and 1 versus 2 m physical distancing parameters.
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Resource: Summary of recommended strategies to reduce COVID-19 risk in schools and
daycares (derived from American Academy of Pediatrics, SickKids Hospital July 29, 2020 and US
Centers for Disease Control reports)
Strategy

Scientific Advisory Group Synthesis
- Clear school symptom screening policies and protocols for staff and students
- At home symptom checks (consider integration of health screening
with online attendance records) prior to school (entrance screening may be appropriate in
some settings)
- Strict sick exclusion policies for staff and students, with sick leave benefits for staff, clear
sick leave policies, and back up rosters for teachers and staff

- Sick plans for staff and students who develop symptoms on site (isolation
Screening and Sick
areas/procedures, testing, return to school guidance)
Plans
- Create communication systems for staff/students for self-reporting and exposure
notification while testing results are pending
- Develop protocols for preemptive isolation of cohorts or classes upon direction of public
health for presumed COVID-19 contacts
- Develop priority access to testing, and consider strategic asymptomatic testing of
teachers/staff, and potentially older student as part of a public health-based school
strategy and surveillance
- Handwashing is critical and hand hygiene supplies and resources to reinforce hand
hygiene behaviours to staff and students should be available
- Use soap and water when able, and hand sanitizer otherwise, with development of a
sustainable supply chain for handwashing supplies
- Structured handwashing opportunities (ie before and after eating, bathroom, entering
school and classrooms, before and after outdoor time, and scheduled within room) at least
5 times daily
Hygiene and
Environmental
Maintenance

- Strict no sharing policies for school supplies and food
- Assess school setting for high touch surfaces and consider feasible interventions such as
leaving doors open when feasible and installing motion sensor bathroom faucets and soap
and towel dispensers. High touch surfaces should be cleaned regularly (once daily or more,
although guidance may evolve with more data.)
- Building maintenance should review HVAC systems, consulting if necessary, and
optimize ventilation to reduce transmission risk as possible (refer to Scientific Advisory
Group HVAC document). Individual classroom air conditioning units require specific review
as maximizing the fraction of outside air and considering the pattern of air flow are
potentially important considerations in reducing in middle and high school classroom
transmission, based on evaluation of outbreak reports.

- The purpose of cohorting is to limit mixing of student and staff, so if a potential case is
Physical Distancing identified, their number of contacts (> 15 minutes face to face exposure) is confined to their
and Cohorting
cohort, which minimizes the risk of a transmissible infection and aids in rapid contact
tracing. Cohorting of classes regardless of class size includes with limitation of mixing in
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common spaces is advised (in gyms, lunch breaks, halls). A homeroom system, or a study
hall system where student may be working on different subjects with supervision in the
same space are possible considerations. A planned assessment of different cohort sizes for
the purposes of reducing risk of infection and need to quarantine is suggested – in some
setting classes may be able to be subdivided into alternate spaces to reduce cohort size
and allow optimal distancing. The benefit of cohorting may be affected by family exposures,
busing/transport, and after school care mixing, as some children may be in several cohorts.
Minimizing the number of cohorts each child is involved in and documenting cohorts is
advised as possible.
- Where possible, arrange classes to allow appropriate physical distancing (1-2m). –
However, cohorting may preferred as more socially/developmentally acceptable in younger
students than physical distancing. One metre distancing may approach the benefits of 2 m
distancing in the setting of asymptomatic individuals. Distancing is more important in
settings of prolonged exposure (e.g. the classroom) and is not an all-or-nothing proposition,
as such optimizing distancing in as many indoor settings as is possible is likely valuable
- Increasing access to alternate spaces (including outdoor spaces when possible) for either
instructional time or alternating direct instructional and non-instructional time with nonteacher staff for supervision if required, or alternating in person instruction with virtual
instruction for older students may support more consistent physical distancing.
-Maintain extracurricular activities when public health interventions can be maintained, with
the exception of singing, band with wind instruments, and team based higher contact
sports pending further data as these activities may confer higher transmission risk
- Outdoor play and learning is valuable and transmission of the virus is likely reduced in
outdoor settings. Outdoor sports, particularly individual sports where distancing can be
maintained, such as track and field, may be preferred forms of physical activity. Refer
to Guidance for Sport, Physical Activity and Recreation
- Assemblies, in-person inter-school and inter class sports or academic competitions should
be avoided pending further data. Within cohort sporting activities can be considered.
- School transportation requires consideration: where possible, parent drop-off and cohort
based car-pooling should be supported. School and public bus policies around physical
distancing (consideration of one child/family per seat), support for hand hygiene, masks if
recommended by public health, and open windows if possible are advised. Bus transport,
carpool/ridesharing should be considered when designing cohorts if possible.
- Restrict non-essential visitors to schools, and limiting visit time, with pre-entry symptom
screening, and required public health interventions in place.
- Develop individual plans for students with health concerns to minimize risk and allow
inclusion if feasible with particular attention to those with respiratory support needs
(i.e. consider medical grade masks). Families that choose not to send their child/youth to
school require remote learning opportunities and support.
- Cohort students in classrooms or outside if possible, or limit group mixing in cafeteria
spaces by appropriate scheduling,
Eating

- Physical distance in communal spaces for eating
- If lunch provided, individually plate in kitchen
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- Maintain resources for lunch program delivery to students if schools close
- Provide easy access to hand hygiene
- Masks may be appropriate for children and youth based on age, communication
considerations, and ability to adhere to mask hygiene recommendations. See Scientific
Advisory Group Mask Use in Community Rapid Review.
Although the degree of anticipated risk reduction from cloth mask use is unclear (based on
a paucity of data), to be consistent with other interim public health recommendations
regarding cloth masking when unable to distance in group indoor settings, based on current
data, cloth masks may be supported in older children and teens (>10 years / grade 4) who
may be more likely to transmit COVID 19 than younger children, be better able to adhere to
proper use, and have potentially fewer communication challenges due masking. Evolving
evidence around the utility of mask use in community and school settings is expected and
would guide further recommendations.
- In low transmission settings the masking considerations below would be optional to
implement based on the current public health direction, and individuals who choose to wear
masks, or not to wear masks when no mandate is in place should not be stigmatized2.
- Where masks are recommended, teach and reinforce appropriate practices for staff and
students including hand hygiene with doffing, and reinforce that the potential utility of
masking is maximized with consistent use by the majority.
- There may be contraindication for developmental, medical or mental health reasons:
Masks (Face
coverings)

- School-aged children and youth who are not able to remove their mask without assistance
should not wear a cloth mask due to safety concerns.
- Children or youth who cannot tolerate a mask due to cognitive, sensory or mental health
issues should also be exempt.
- It should be noted and explained when and why different rules may exist in school settings
and other public spaces (i.e schools have additional protection through screening, hand
hygiene, cohorting).
- All day mask wearing is difficult so safe removal for part of the day with enhanced
distancing may be important.
Considerations by age range:
Based on current evidence,
- In elementary school: in younger grades (under age 10/Grade 4), where transmission and
illness from COVID-19 are lower, cohorting and hand hygiene may be favoured over strict
distancing or masking for developmental reasons.
- In middle school, cloth masks may be considered for all staff and students when physical
distance cannot be maintained
- In high schools, cloth masks may be encouraged for all staff and students when physical
distance cannot be maintained
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- Schools should consider participation in selected outcomes evaluation of policies that may
include cloth mask or no cloth mask use, with cohorting, distancing, hand
hygiene) combinations as available and appropriate based on current recommendations
- There is insufficient data to recommend use of cloth masks vs clear face shields as there
are no trials of either in community or school settings. Outcome evaluations should be
developed to assess the use of face shields if they are considered in specific school
settings.
- Consider school supplied masks, particularly for students in lower socioeconomic areas if
masks are part of the school opening strategy.
- Students with health conditions that place them at higher risk of severe disease who are
part of a cohort that is recommended for mask use should use medical masks, and
teachers with higher risk conditions should be supplied with medical masks, and consider
the use of eye protection for personal risk reduction as well, consistent with World Health
Organization Technical Guidance4.
- If students with complex medical needs require aerosol generating procedures in school
settings (eg. nebulizer therapy, suctioning of tracheostomy) additional precautions or
alternative settings will need to be considered.
- Ensure mental health programs are available for staff and students
- Continue and optimize school immunization programs
Health
considerations,
- Educate families and students about SARS CoV-2 and prevention practices
including children
with complex needs - Minimize the number of transitions for supply teachers, and consider a 2 week interval
between assignments
- Most children with underlying medical conditions are safe to return to school after
discussion with their health care providers. Health care providers will provide direction for
those with immune suppression or complex needs.
- Individual planning and consideration is required for children with medical, physical,
developmental and behavioural complexities
- School closures will be at the discretion of public health upon identification and
epidemiologic evaluation of school based COVID-19 outbreaks.
- Regional school closure may need to be considered in situations of elevated community
transmission and large cluster events identified to be related to a school.
School Closures

- Consider a lower threshold for high schools to close than primary schools due to the
larger geographical areas covered by high schools, potential for increased transmission in
adolescents and increased ability for virtual teaching. Advice regarding out of school social
interactions should be provided including consideration for social cohorting, outdoor
activities, and preference for more virtual interactions in the event of school closures.

Strength of Evidence
With the rapid appearance and evolution of the COVID-19 pandemic, there has been an unprecedented volume
and rate of data sharing, sometimes with limited peer review and quality assessment. The data in this topic area
are largely derived from case reports, case series, truncated cohort analyses and expert opinion based on limited
information. Publications and reports accrue daily. Even in the peer-reviewed literature, data and evidence are
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sparse; with many publications also being shared pre-review. The overall quality of the evidence is limited and
there are many gaps, some of which are critical for informed decision-making.
To encompass useful information that has not yet been synthesized, this review made use of media articles,
government websites and other sources of grey literature. Legitimate press publications have reporting standards,
and appropriate media venues have been preferred however the limitations of these data must be understood.
Other limitations are related to the temporal constraints of emergence of a new disease over the past 6 months,
for example there is limited data on long-term immunity. With respect to mitigating strategies, different strategies
adopted by various countries has provided some information for limited predictive modeling, but considerable
uncertainty remains regarding both the trajectory of the disease in different communities and the relative utility
of various aspects of public health intervention, with data comparability limited by variation in amount of testing
being performed. While other outbreaks and pandemics, including influenza, SARS and MERS can be used to
inform modeling to some extent, they may not be predictive of the transmission kinetics of SARS-CoV-2.
In summary, quality limitations introduced by rapid information sharing, daily changes and updates with a fastevolving pandemic and urgency in developing guidance introduce uncertainty in the data summary and
interpretation.

Limitations of this review
•

•

•

•

•

•

•

This review has several process limitations. The initial literature search became outdated quickly due to
the rapidity of new publications, and new references were added during writing by iterative less formal
searches.
The rapid turnaround time may have affected the depth of literature analysis. Language limitations were
mitigated by the reasonable utility of online translators
There are general limitations to the COVID literature with numerous low-quality publications,
and repetitions of case data as case reports evolve into cases series and cohort studies. Higher-quality
studies with more detailed and higher quality evaluations are relatively rare and limited in scope.
SARS-CoV-2 is a new disease, related to but unlike other severe coronaviruses, which appears to have
some different characteristics than pandemic influenza so extrapolation from studies
of pandemic influenza and other coronaviruses must be judicious.
Data collection across jurisdictions is impacted by limitations on available health care and resources-as
an example, many patients with suspected COVID-19 may not be tested due to lack of available testing
materials and equipment, so data may not be comparable.
The type of evidence available for some of the review questions is rapidly evolving and mainly presented
in the form of small, opportunistic case reports and series, short-term cohort studies and population-level
data analysis using limited data collected on partial samples in some impacted areas. Data are affected
by variations in population demographics and therapies, rapidly
evolving testing protocols and methodologies and limited capacity to do research on overwhelming
epidemics.
Many of the publications used in this review are pre-review or from non-peer-reviewed grey literature and
media resources, and even peer-reviewed papers are pre-publications.

Summary of Evidence
1. Are children more likely to have asymptomatic or mild COVID-19 infection compared with adults with
COVID-19?
Children are well described to constitute a low proportion of overall documented COVID-19 infections across
many jurisdictions. The Government of Canada reports 7.1% of all documented positive cases to be in children 19
and under, compared to this age group forming 22.4% of the Canadian population5(accessed 29 June 2020). In
Alberta, the proportion of cases in children appears higher with 14.6% of all positive cases in children and youth
19 and under, with 25% of the total population in this age range5 (accessed 27 July 2020), which may reflect
different testing algorithms and higher test availability in Alberta, compared to jurisdictions where testing
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has focused on those with symptoms. Of the 1474 laboratory-confirmed pediatric cases in Alberta as of July 27,
2020, 12 have required hospitalization, most of whom were in the 10-19 age group (which also included the 2 ICU
admissions.) Because schools closed March 16, 2020, at which point there were 18 cases in 0-19 year old, 17 of
which were over 10, these numbers reflect community transmission and there have been no documented school
COVID-19 transmission between children. In April, an in-depth review of available government website
epidemiologic data from all countries reporting more than 1000 cases, demonstrated the pediatric COVID-19
incidence to be 1.9% of total COVID-19 cases worldwide6. This echoed early Chinese and Italian reports, with
2.1% and 1.2% pediatric incidence of total COVID infections respectively7,8. The proportion of pediatric cases
detected in the total population is relatively low, but appears to be increasing over time5,6,9–11, which may
be related to broadened testing protocols as initially testing was focused on symptomatic people and
hospital destined cases in many countries.
Population studies show variation in prevalence of asymptomatic or mild cases in children, with literature in this
area significantly challenged by inconsistent definitions and symptom history documentation (this is described in
the Scientific Advisory Group report on asymptomatic transmission). Data from the Centers for Disease Control
and Prevention in the United States reported that children comprised 1.7% of 149 760 positive COVID-19 cases
occurring between February and April 2020 of which 27% of children had no reported symptoms, compared to 7%
of adults10. However, a limitation of this study was uncertainty of completeness of data. Early data from China’s
Center for Disease Control reported 54.4% of 2135 confirmed or suspected COVID-19 children to
be have asymptomatic or mild infection12. This is compared to Chinese nationwide data at the same time point,
indicating 80.9% of the total population was “mild”. However, different severity definitions were used for adults
and children, making comparisons between groups difficult7.
Cohort study results comparing asymptomatic and/or mild disease in children and adults appear to be more
consistent. In a pediatric study from Zhejiang, China reporting data up to March 1, 2020, < 16 year olds were 5%
of the documented cases, with 28% asymptomatic and 19% mild, compared to less than 5% of adults
documented as asymptomatic13. Another study comparing asymptomatic disease in pediatric versus adult
patients includes a household transmission study in Israel, which showed no symptoms in 28% of children
compared to 12% of adults with COVID-19 PCR positive results14. Case series from China showed asymptomatic
children to account for 15.8% to 48% of all COVID-19 positive patients15–18. These data may not be comparable
because of the aforementioned definition and history documentation issues, including moderate classification for
those with radiographic changes without clinical symptoms12, which is discrepant from the WHO Classification of
Disease Severity19. This may lead to the underreporting of clinically asymptomatic patients.
Other studies from China showed asymptomatic children to account for 15.8% to 48% of all COVID-19
positive patients15–18. These data may not be comparable because of the aforementioned definition and history
documentation issues, including moderate classification for those with radiographic changes without clinical
symptoms12, which is discrepant from the WHO Classification of Disease Severity19. This may lead to the
underreporting of clinically asymptomatic patients.
Population based serosurveys may help clarify the actual proportion of children infected compared to adults. A
Spanish serosurvey of 61,075 people, contacted through representative household sampling used a point of care
antibody test (sensitivity 82% specificity 100%) with a proportion confirmed by additional testing. There was
considerable geographic variation with higher prevalence around Madrid (>10%) but overall seroprevalence was
5.0%. In 0-19 year olds, seroprevalence was 3.4% (1.1% in <1y (n=240), 2.1% age 1-4 (n=1681) and 3.1% age 59 (n=2846). Seroprevalence increased with age, peaking at 6.6% in age 70-74 using the POCT.
Overall seroprevalence in those who indicated they had no symptoms was 2.5%, compared to 18% in those who
had compatible symptoms >14 days before testing (no pediatric asymptomatic data was presented). Similarly, a
Swedish seroprevalence study has reported initial results20, with the highest seroprevalence in Stockholm at
7.3%, and a seroprevalence of 4.7% in 0-19 year olds. Thus, emerging seroprevalence data suggests that
children are underrepresented in PCR testing prevalence reporting, likely due to lower severity of illness,
and in both of these studies, children overall are approximately 30% less likely to be seropositive than
adults.
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A report from July 7, 2020 comparing COVID-19 in schoolchildren in Finland and Sweden suggested that the
incidence of lab confirmed COVID in children age 1-19 did not differ between the two countries, although Finland
implemented school closures and Sweden did not21. In Finland children 1-5 years had an incidence of
36/100,000 (.04%) and 6-15 years 42/100,000 (.04%) while older teens had infection rates
of 98/100,000 (0.1%) and all ages 129/100,000 (0.13%)21. Neighboring Sweden, which did not lock down and had
a higher population case rate of 508/100,000 (0.5%) also had low rates of documented infection in children
(16/100,000 (0.02%) and 30/100,000 (0.03%) respectively for 1-5 and 6-15 year olds, with a higher rate of
150/100,000 (0.15%) in 16-19 year olds 21. It should be noted that Sweden focused testing on symptomatic and
hospitalized individuals so case counts are likely underrepresented. The period of school closure appeared to
show slightly higher infection rates in Finland, raising the question of household transmission. Overall, however, in
both countries the number of cases in primary school children was less than half of their percentage of the
population. Admissions to ICU in this age group was rare in both countries at 1.25% in Sweden and 0.17%
in Finland. It was noted that outbreak investigations in Finland have not suggested that children contribute
significantly to transmission21
Hospitalization and mortality data also suggest that children have less severe disease than adults in
acute SARS CoV-2 infection. State level pediatric data in the US (to June 18, 2020) showed children accounting
for 0.6-3 % of all hospitalizations and 0.05% (n=53) of all US mortality from COVID-1911. Early Chinese data also
supported a low mortality rate in children, at 0.1% of COVID-19 positive children, vs 2.3% of positive adults7.
However, variability in assessing severity status in COVID-19 positive children is also confounded by the clinical
testing protocol in place at the time of study. For example, a report from Madrid up to March 16, 2020, indicates
that 60.9% of all COVID- positive children were hospitalized, with 10% requiring ICU admission22. However, this
was during a time when testing protocols were assessing only patients at high risk of requiring admission, so
these data do not have an appropriate denominator.
Significant complications of SARS CoV-2 infection have emerged in children, associated with a multisystem
inflammatory syndrome (MIS-C)23. The hyperinflammatory syndrome is likely due to post infectious cytokine
storm, and not all patients remain PCR positive at identification, leaving serology important for diagnosis. The US
Center for Disease Control has reported 186 cases of MIS-C up to 20 May 2020 in a network of 53 hospitals.
Median age has been 8.9 years and 62% were male. MIS-C has been associated with severe cardiac
involvement, with 80% of the US cohort requiring ICU care, 20% requiring ventilation, 4% requiring ECMO, with
2% mortality24. 70% of children had four organ system involvement, with gastrointestinal, cardiovascular,
hematologic, mucocutaneous and respiratory most involved. A population-based report from New York State
described 99 confirmed or suspected MIS-C as of May 10. To estimate the incidence of this complication a
population denominator of infected children would be required. As a rough estimate, as of May 10 there were
335,395 cases documented in New York State (public health data). Most “hotspot” seroprevalence studies yield
overall estimates of approximately 5% of the population, and 3.5-5% of children infected. Using this more
conservative estimate of 5% of children being infected, with a population data based estimate of 4.3 million
children under age 18 in New York State, the estimated risk of this complication would be 99/216246 (0.05%) of
infected children. Higher quality population-based data is needed to clarify the risk of this rare complication
although existing information suggests that it is very rare.
Differences in incidence and severity with age and underlying illness also appear to be present, with infants and
medically complex children at higher risk of severe disease or hospitalization. For example, Chinese infants were
reported as having an increased proportion of severe and critical disease (10.7% of infants) compared to older
children25. In addition, pre-existing medical conditions also appear to be a risk factor for severe disease in
children. A report of PICU admissions in North America demonstrated 83% of patients had comorbidities26. A
database study of patients with intellectual disability demonstrated an increased case fatality rate in those under
17 years old with disability of 1.6%, versus 0.1% in those without intellectual disability. Medical comorbidities were
also higher in the former group27. However, screening of pediatric oncology patients in New York at risk of
exposure demonstrated 20 of 178 patients positive, with only one patient requiring admission for COVID
symptoms28. Further evaluation is required; however, these reports suggest that the overall severe infection rate
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is still low. In summary, multiple cohort studies show that children more frequently have asymptomatic
and mild disease compared to adults with SARS CoV-2, and this is supported by mortality and
hospitalization data. However, significant variability exists in the current data, as there have been rapid
changes in disease definitions and testing protocols. Further population-based studies are needed to
ascertain the range of disease severity and risk factors for severe COVID19 in children.

2. What are the transmission characteristics of COVID-19 in children?
2a. Are children with symptomatic or asymptomatic COVID-19 as likely to transmit the infection as
adults?
Symptomatic transmission
Most reported cases of COVID-19 transmission are from symptomatic individuals to close contacts,
mainly describing adult index cases spreading the virus within household clusters29–34, although asymptomatic
testing and monitoring after exposure may vary between reports. One Irish cohort reported 3 symptomatic adults
and 2 symptomatic children plus one asymptomatic child (age 10-15) who attended multiple venues with no
symptoms reported by 1,155 contacts after 14 days (telephone follow-up). Two of the adult cases were linked by
a recreational activity; the other adult travelled with the 3 children and was part of a household cluster29. In
contrast, a centralized quarantine hospital in Guangzhou followed 4,950 close contacts of admitted
patients. Children 0-17 years represented 15.8% of contacts, with incidence of infection 1.8%, which is lower than
the observed overall infection rate in contacts of 2.6, and 4.2% in 60+ year old contacts. Increasing symptom
severity increased transmission to contacts (asymptomatic 0.33%, mild 3.3%, moderate 5.6%, severe 6.2%). The
likelihood of transmission was assessed by index patient symptoms, and expectoration as a symptom increased
transmission to contacts to 13.6% (OR 5.09, p<0.0001) and fever non-significantly to 10.2% (OR 2.12,
p=.069)35. A recent systematic review36 demonstrated that symptomatic individuals were 2.55x more likely to
infect contacts than asymptomatic and presymptomatic cases36. Overall, transmission is most frequently
reported from symptomatic adults to other adults and children.
Asymptomatic transmission
Many studies do not clearly differentiate between asymptomatic and presymptomatic cases, fail to
exclude postsymptomatic positivity, and lack of symptoms in some clusters muddies the direction of
transmission. Please see the Asymptomatic Transmission Rapid Review for additional
discussion. Presymptomatic individuals are sometimes presumed to be the index case without supporting
evidence 29,37–39. In one cluster, an asymptomatic adult woman exposed via Wuhan was assumed to have
transmitted COVID-19 to her children (8 year old F, 9 year old M), who developed symptoms and tested positive
(RT-PCR) days before she had symptoms. She persistently tested negative until the convalescent stage40. Given
the timeline, it cannot be assumed that the mother was the index case despite her travel history. In a
different example, a 3-week-old infant in New York with no known exposures and unaffected (test negative)
parents became symptomatic after grandparents visited; the grandparents developed symptoms 2 days after the
baby37. In studies with meticulous isolation and testing of contacts for 14 days after a positive (RT-PCR) result,
the proportion who remain asymptomatic is 15-20%, although symptomatic, presymptomatic and asymptomatic
index cases14,35,41–45 are reported with insufficient granularity for differentiation. A systematic review36 found that
about 41.8% of children were asymptomatic at the time of diagnosis, but only 8.4% remained asymptomatic
throughout the infection.Due to the limited available data and lack of certainty around direction of transmission
and presymptomatic vs asymptomatic status, it is not feasible to conclude any differences between pediatric
and adult asymptomatic transmission.
Differences of transmission between children and adults
Aggregated results from studies identifying index cases29–35,37–40,42,44–49 show that of 120 children (<19 years old)
with positive RT-PCR for COVID-19, 14 were identified as an index case (11.7%), in contrast to the 52.6% (257 of
489) COVID-19 positive adults described as a case cluster index. In these studies with identified cases
with a clear direction of transmission, 91% of transmission was from adults, with one child to adult transmission, 8
transmissions between children, 63 adult to child transmissions and 24 transmissions between adults. This data
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accounts for only 96 of the 609 positive cases (15.8%) and represents trajectories within household
studies, which may not be applicable to community or school settings.
Media reports provided an opportunity to capture more current data. Limited information prior to lockdown in
Canada includes one Calgary child who attended daycare while symptomatic with no reported transmission to
peers or staff50. In Canadian daycares limited to children of frontline service providers, 12 children and 13 adults
tested positive51–55. Documented asymptomatic and/or test-negative contacts of the 25 infected individuals were
available for 60 people at 3/6 sites after an undetermined follow-up period51,52. Direction of transmission was
unclear. Schools in New South Wales, Australia identified several positive cases56. Viral PCR and antibody
contact testing identified that 1/695 high school students most likely contracted COVID-19 at school (age of index
case unspecified). At the primary school level, 1/168 students likely contracted COVID-19 from staff (adult to child
transmission).
In the Netherlands the relative risk of transmission between age groups for 693 paired COVID-19 patients was
examined, and data demonstrate that on a population bases people are more likely to be infected by those of a
similar age57, unlike the previously described household case cluster analyses. The highest numbers of
cases were in the adult population (Figure 2a). They noted that 10 patients under 18 years of age did not transmit
disease to 43 close contacts, while 55/566 close contacts of 221 adults (8.3%) were infected. It should be noted
that schools in the Netherlands were closed in March and reopened in May with rotating classes and 15 child
cohorts.
A very large contact tracing study from South Korea described 5,706 index patients and 59,073 contacts (January
20-March 27)58. The overall rate of infection in household contacts was 11.8% and non-household contacts 1.9%.
Importantly direction of transmission was not able to be assessed. Household contacts of 10-19 year olds had a
higher rate of infection (18.6%), but the lowest rate (5.4%) was seen in contacts of cases who were children 0-9
years old. It should be noted that 10-19 year olds represented only 2.2% of index patients, and 0-9 year olds 0.5%
of index patients, and their contacts comprised 288/59,073 contacts (0.5%) of contacts traced in this study, with
correspondingly wider confidence intervals around these data. There has been some suggestion of multiple
exposures to the same index cases and out of school socialization as possible reasons for this observation which
represents transmission dynamics during school closure. Other contact surveys showed that school closure and
social distancing together decreased daily contacts and confined transmission to mostly household contacts in
Wuhan, China59 and in that setting, compared to those age 16-64, children age 0-15 had an OR of infection of
0.34, and those age >65 OR was 1.47. In another report, an increasing proportion of infected children was
documented over time from 2% to 13 in Shenzen, China60 increased potentially related to both increasing
exposures with intrafamily transmission and increased testing in milder illness compared to earlier outbreak
period.
Transmission between adults appears to be more likely than transmission between children, or from
children to adults. Older teens' transmission patterns may be more like adults than younger children.
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Figure 2a.
Translation: Y axis – Age infected, X axis – Age source, Legend – Number
Heat map demonstrating the relative COVID-19 transmission by age. From Children and COVID 19: National
Institute for public Health and the Environment: Ministry of Health, Welfare and Sport,
Netherlands https://www.rivm.nl/en/novel-coronavirus-covid-19/children-and-covid-19 .57
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Table 2a. Literature and Media derived synthesis of cases by type of exposure and pediatric status
Location

Detection
method

Total
cases

Pediatric
(%)

Adult
(%)

Cases per exposed individual (%)*

Total Pediatric

Adult
5.79

All exposures (total)

Mixed

12,411

29

81

2.92

Household

RT-PCR

1,068

32

68

22.86 19.32

20.49

All community

RT-PCR

815

12

88

2.59** 1.70

1.98

Daycare

RT-PCR

2,235

31

69

0.40

0.16

1.11

All school ages

Mixed

2,165

30

70

3.19

1.59

6.11

Elementary/Jr High

Serosurvey
140

42

58

10.37

9.44 (7.66
students)

11.17 (9.80
staff)

171

49

51

25.87

34.30 (33.47
student)

21.05 (10.57
staff)

(one study, France)
High school
(one study, France)

Serosurvey

1.33

*Results for the number of cases per exposure differ from total numbers as only some studies reported contacts
and contact tracing results.
**Rate of total cases per exposure differ due to one study that did not provide adult:pediatric breakdown.
Table 2a references:13,14,18,29–31,33–35,37–56,60–91 - quality of evidence: case reports, case series, cross-sectional and
cohort studies, media reports. Publications on household exposures appeared in the literature around January
2020. Daycare data, published from about March, includes lockdown care provision to only children of essential
workers. School data is mostly recent, reflecting reopening reported since mid-April. Differences in lockdown and
community transmission status and mixed sources including intensive local studies,
voluntary crowdsourced contributions and isolated case-cluster or single-location reports, potentially skew the
data and impact generalizability.
Summary
Data worldwide to date consistently suggest that children appear to be less severely affected by COVID-19 than
adults, with fewer documented infections and higher proportions of asymptomatic and mild infection. (Question
1, Table 2a). Teens may have a more “adult” pattern of transmission and infection risk than younger children. At a
population level. However, even in setting of potentially lower infectiousness, the number and duration of contacts
can lead to transmission. This combination of differences in exposure profiles, community reproductive
rate (Question 4) and physiologic response to SARS-CoV-2 infection (Question 3) plausibly contribute
to explaining the finding that transmission of SARS-CoV-2 is more likely from symptomatic people, and from
adults, to close contacts (adult or child) than children to adults or each other, however the actual risk of
transmission in a specific setting such as school is also influenced by reproductive rate. Evolving data will
help to inform the complex interactions between these different factors, allowing a more accurate prediction of risk
in specific settings.
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2b. Are children more likely to become infected with COVID-19 at school or daycare, in the community,
or within households? What are the risks to staff and students in the context of transmission at daycare
and school?
Children may be exposed to COVID-19 at home, daycare, school, and (particularly with older children) organized
or casual peer activities. The limited existing data on transmission in various settings is useful to guide potential
strategies to reduce transmission.
Household
In household clusters reported from January to May 2020, children are more likely to be exposed to SARS-CoV-2
and infected at home by an adult family member or visitor13,18,33–35,38–40,42–45,60,61,63,65–68,73,76,78,80,83,92–94 or by being
in close proximity to a known relative adult with COVID-1918,30,80,95–99. When site of exposure was not indicated,
there was often confirmed close contact between the child and an infected adult35,64,67. Overall, 87/96 (90.6%) of
transmissions were from an adult index case to adults or children; child to child transmission accounted for 8.3%
and child to adult transmission only 1.1% of household cases30–34,37,39,40,44–47,49. In another study48, children
similarly represented 3/32 index cases (9.4%).
Household consistently show the highest secondary attack rates (Table 2a), in agreement with a systematic
review that demonstrated a household secondary attack rate of 15.4%, compared to 4.0% in non-household
contacts36. Adults are more likely to be infected in household studies, with a relative risk of 1.40 for any adult and
3.23 for spouses compared to children36.
The limited available evidence suggests that in households, it is more likely for an adult to transmit COVID19 to another adult or a child than for a child to transmit virus to other children or adults. This information
should be interpreted cautiously given many reports were published during school closure and community
lockdown, when children were less likely than adults to have community exposures.
Travel
In early case reports, children were infected via direct travel to Wuhan and other outbreak areas in
China13,63,64,67,76,83,100–102. Other reports of children contracting SARS-CoV-2 from travel to an outbreak area
include cases from Calgary, Canada (travel to USA) and Ireland29,50. Global travel restrictions since decreased
travel-related cases, although they are once again on the rise, including many children infected in some recently
reported overnight summer camp outbreaks103–105. More recently, multiple exposures have been reported during
airline flights landing in Canada athough no resulting documented tranmsissions are recorded106.
School and daycare exposure prior to closure
Early in the pandemic data for within-school transmission are limited as many jurisdictions closed schools. One
case from Israel describes a 14.5 year old boy who was exposed at school (Yeshiva), but no information was
provided about whether transmission was from an adult or another child43. School exposure was also identified in
Ireland (no symptomatic infections resulting from the school exposures), Australia (two infections from school
exposure), and France (661 individuals tested, 171 seropositive adults and children)56,107. The two cases in
Australia included one child in elementary school, likely infected by an adult at the school, and one child in high
school infected by another child56. One study from Ireland showed no evidence of transmission from pediatric
cases despite exposure in multiple environments (school, recreational activities, household) with over 1,000
contacts29. In France, an asymptomatic COVID-19 positive child attended 3 different schools, in contact with 172
individuals (84 considered high/moderate risk) with no resulting secondary infections70. At least some daycare
cases were linked to external contacts with COVID-19 including travel50 or from family members exposed during
essential work in high-risk occupations like health care54, with no documented secondary transmission within the
daycares. A random sample of 84 Belgian children age 6-30 months who attended daycare between February 29
and school closure March 18, recruited from a longstanding prospective nasopharyngeal swab study, detected
zero cases of SARS-CoV-2 by RT-PCR while 51% of the same children tested positive for typical respiratory
viruses108, again suggesting that early in the pandemic children were minimally exposed at daycare.
A serologic investigation of high school students in a high incidence area in Northern France, which occurred prior
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to public health interventions, was described by Fontanet and colleagues, followed by a similar study in a primary
schools after closure71,85. The elementary and high school seropositivity in these studies are shown in Table 2a.
In the high school, 2 student index cases were known. Forty percent of tested students aged 15-17 demonstrated
antibodies, while 43% of teachers and 59% of other school staff were antibody positive, with a prevalence of
25.9%m suggesting a possible superspreader event. In the retrospective serologic analysis of the primary school
cohort (ages 6-11), the seropositivity in children of 8.8% was lower that the positivity rate of 11.8% in their parents
and relatives, with 7.1% of teachers and 3.6% of non-teaching staff seropositive. In the elementary school study
there were 3 potential index pupils in 3 separate schools with no secondary cases documented in schools and
evidence of familial clustering. The results of these cross-sectional surveys, given the high seropositivity noted
compared to the positive blood donor population of 3% in the area, may show referral bias with selection of those
who thought they were infected; participation was less than 40% of those approached. Directionality and location
of transmission cannot be ascertained through seroprevalence testing, and transmission may have occurred at
the schools, in the community and in households.
The French regional comparison illustrated a potential increased risk of transmission in high school
students, compared to primary grades. This is also noted in a media report from Sweden reported an
increased rate of COVID-19 spread in secondary school teachers compared to teachers at elementary schools or
preschools109. Although one could assume closer interactions between younger students and staff, particularly at
daycares, it is feasible that the higher infection rate for secondary school teachers may be secondary to a higher
number of students contracting COVID-19 during out of school activities86,110,111, via student athletics112,113 or
higher transmissibility from older children. It is difficult to interpret the school-based transmission of COVID-19
from early reports or apply the information in the context of public health measures that have since been placed.
School and daycare exposures after reopening
Since school reopening, the number of reported cases in school children has varied considerably between
jurisdictions. Where community rates of transmission are high and climbing, described school outbreaks cannot
be entirely attributed to transmission at school. For instance, child care facilities in Texas, where requirements for
daycare entry and pre-screening place in May but repealed on June 12114, reported 141 staff and 69 child
infections on June 15; these numbers increased to 894 staff and 441 children by July 6 and 1207 staff, 592
children on July 988. During that period, daily new cases in Texas increased from 1,964 to 6,991 then 8,201 and
cumulative cases climbed from 90,211 June 15 to 236,541 July 9, demonstrating rapid increases in community
infections mirrored by the cases detected in daycare children115. There are emerging reports that show similar
findings of cases identified in childcare or schools in areas of rapid community spread114,116,117. In early July, a
Missouri summer camp for teens 13-18 reported 82 infected individuals104. Although all campers had to provide
negative test results within 12 days of attending and some public health precautions, including cloth masks for
staff were in place, campers aggregated in large groups for singing and physical activity and did not stay in
cohorted cabin groups, and there were 15 campers per cabin in presumably smaller spaces with limited
ventilation. Follow-up was available only for Georgia-based attendees, and demonstrated that the attack rate was
44% (260/597) children 6-10, 44% in 11-17 year olds and 33% for 18-21 year olds. Staff members, who attended
for the longest time period, had an attack rate of 56% and infection rate increased with time spent at camp 105.
As well as increases in community infection rates, transmission in schools may be impacted by the stringency of
public health measures; while daycares in many parts of the USA report screening, cohorting and other
measures118, precautions were recently lifted in Texas, where daycare cases are soaring, and at least two
affected summer camps used minimal precautions104. In South Africa, several school outbreaks were not
specifically linked with index cases in the student body or faculty and background community rates of
transmission were climbing114,116,117. Two weeks after school opening with public health precautions, the United
Kingdom, whose total COVID-19 cases have been decreasing but are still higher than many European
countries119, reported that 24/199 new outbreaks were identified in schools (the age, including student/staff status,
were not reported)120. The article noted concerns of insufficient space and supplies to allow compliance with
recommendations for distancing and precautions like hand washing. Twelve of the school-linked outbreaks had
only one confirmed case, while the other 12 demonstrated possible secondary spread121. Some schools assign
student-teacher “bubbles” which are immediately quarantined after a positive test, potentially arresting COVID-19
spread at these sites55,122–125.
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In Israel, schools opened for all students age 7 and up on May 18th with no health precautions other than
masks126. A highly cited Jerusalem school outbreak described an attack rate (based on positive PCR regardless
of symptoms) of 13.2 percent for students and 16.6% for staff 127. Described conditions included crowding (>30
students per class) with a May 19 heat wave allowing exemption from masks, and use of single room airconditioning units. Students mixed in classes, schoolyard and public spaces, extra-curricular activities and school
buses. The report did not clarify whether students used masks within air-conditioned classes as exemptions were
noted for heat. In the highest affected age group (13-15 year olds) 44.1- 49.2% were symptomatic at assessment,
with 76% of staff symptomatic. The high rate of asymptomatic test positive individuals is noted and prior
symptomatic infection (during school break) was not excluded, which may inflate the degree of posited in school
transmission versus possible earlier undocumented mild infection and continued RT-PCR positive carriage.
“Recovery from infection”, presumably reflecting RT-PCR testing - was faster in the asymptomatic group,
supporting either current asymptomatic infection or post symptomatic shedding. To establish an in-school attack
rate range with a lower boundary, the symptomatic RT-PCR positive infection attack rate was 5.6% in students
and 12.5% in adults which is similar to household transmission rate ranges. Overall, this outbreak seems to be
attributable to teenage students returning to class in the context of minimal to no mitigating interventions. Followup demonstrated spread from students to family and community members, and milder disease in students than in
adults.
Provinces and countries with a lower reported background rate and strong public health precautions in place
during school return have not reported significant school-related outbreaks during the first few weeks of opening.
Schools in 22 countries across Europe have used modified opening approaches with public health precautions
since early May, mainly allowing graduating students to complete their examinations and opening kindergartens
and elementary classes. After 2 weeks, there was no significant increase in child cases in those countries128.
Longer-term evaluation demonstrated that in European countries with a relatively low background rate of
transmission, opening schools with public health measures did not increase the overall infection rate in children
but in countries with higher background transmission rates, in this case Germany, transmission in schools was
documented after opening even with public health measures in place129. After reopening schools in Australia 2
secondary cases were reported: one elementary child with an adult index case at the school, and one high school
student infected by a peer56. In Quebec, a June 3 report noted that 44 students and 34 teachers had positive viral
tests for COVID-19 after elementary school resumed, with no comment on community vs school transmission130.
Some jurisdictions with low background community rates have been successful in opening daycares. No COVID19 cases have been reported in British Columbia daycares since reopening in mid-May131, in the context of public
health measures including screening, distancing and cleaning protocols132. As well, no transmission was noted in
single daycare cases in New Brunswick54,131. Taiwan avoided widespread planned school closures, instead
initially mandating local temporary class or school closure, based on low thresholds for infected cases with
apparent success133. Korea has used a similar approach, and is so far successful although several high schools
near Seoul were recently closed after single cases appeared, all in teens134. At least one of those cases was
linked to the recent reopening of a local nightclub district. Several European countries prioritized opening class for
younger children in May, with reduced class sizes (often 12-15 people), physical distancing, temperature checks
and handwashing with no significant increases in cases126. Germany is an outlier, opening schools first to high
school students with public health precautions in place; with the older students there was a rise in school-related
cases126.
Sweden allowed businesses and activities to remain open with only recommended precautions around social
distancing. The result was a relatively high background rate of COVID-19 infection compared to other European
countries. School for >16 year olds was conducted remotely with in person classes with attention to hand hygiene,
outdoor instruction and reduction of large gatherings for schools for <16 year olds. Sweden had a higher number
of cases (52,424 total) than Finland (7,110), with cases identified mainly in people > 19 years old. As previously
described, a comprehensive comparison of school cases between Sweden and Finland, which undertook school
closures, showed that children in both countries had low overall case numbers, minimal ICU admissions (1/584
cases in Finland, 14/1124 in Sweden) and no pediatric deaths135.
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Schools and daycares are part of community life. Reopening schools in regions with low community transmission,
with public health measures in place, does not appear to significantly increase the growth rate of COVID-19
infections, while reopening with a higher community transmission rate appears to increase transmission between
students even with measures to prevent transmission in place136 although this occurred in Germany, where older
rather than younger children were the first to return to school70. Where community transmissions are high or
climbing, school outbreaks may reflect transmission within schools or transmission in households and
other community locations. Student age and public health measures in the school setting may impact
transmission rates.
Bus and Public Transportation in School Planning
There is little data on transmission in public transport. A quarantine centre cohort in Guanzhou where close
contacts were observed and had serial testing found that only 1 of 818 close contacts from public transport
settings acquired infection: this rate of 0.1% was markedly lower than healthcare (1%) and household contact
infection rates (10.2%)137. In contrast, an outbreak description with superspreader event in Zhejiang province
described 126 passengers who took two buses (59 from Bus #1 and 67 from #2) on a 100-minute round trip to
attend a 150-minute worship event. The source patient, who became symptomatic right after the event, was a
passenger on Bus #2. The buses were air conditioned with recirculating air. Passengers in Bus #2 had a 41.5
(95% confidence interval [CI]: 2.6–669.5) times higher risk of getting COVID-19 compared to those in Bus #1, and
11.4 (95% CI: 5.1–25.4) times higher risk compared to all other individuals attending the outdoor worship event138.
Finally, in a report of the relative risk of COVID-19 infection among various professions, in Sweden, bus drivers
had a RR of 4.3 (3.6-5.1).
Taken together, it is possible that longer exposure time on a bus (100 minutes in the outbreak report, and
presumably for an entire shift in the case of bus drivers) particularly with air conditioning/recirculating
air, may pose increased risk for COVID-19 infection. Measures taken elsewhere to reduce public transit risk
include masking, temperature checks for transit workers, enhanced cleaning, running transit at 50% capacity,
having all passengers enter at the back door, and using windows to increase the fraction of external air instead of
air conditioning139.
Transmission to teachers and staff
School and daycare educators and staff may have concerns about occupational risk of COVID-19 transmission. A
Swedish occupation-based relative risk analysis showed the relative risk of infection in teachers was not
significantly different than that of the general population (0.7 in primary school to 1.1 in day care) compared to
other professions21, with the highest risk occupations including taxi and bus drivers, and restaurant workers
(Table 2 below). However, even assuming that the risk of contracting COVID-19 from students may be equivalent
to or lower than the risk from the same number of community based contacts, it is important to highlight the
possible risk of adult to adult transmission in school and daycares, as evidenced by a North Carolina school
outbreak affecting 5 school administrators, custodians, counselors and athletic staff who remained at work after
school closure. However, there is no evidence to suggest that transmission to teachers and staff is higher
than community-based transmission.
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Figure 2b: Table extracted from a Swedish study evaluating occupational transmission17
Summary
Attack rates are higher in households than in community settings. Transmission in the daycare setting appears to
be low for children and staff (Table 2a). Cautious reopening in European countries suggests that transmission
may be higher in teens than younger children but limited if public health precautions are in place. A large
serologic study in a small community with early emergence (February) of COVID-19 suggests that many staff,
students and families were infected, but did not provide context with respect to direction or location of
transmission 71,85. Overall, exposed children appear to be less likely to become infected than exposed
adults in most settings. Daycare and school staff do not appear to be at increased risk of contracting
COVID-19 in the workplace.

3. Are there differences between detectable and viable viral RNA and COVID-19 serology between
adults and children throughout infection?
3a. Is there a difference in SARS-CoV-2 RT-PCR or RNA load values in children vs adults with
infection? Is there a difference in carriage of viable virus (assessed by viral culture
or subgenomic mRNA) between children and adults?
Is there a difference in SARS-CoV-2 RT-PCR or RNA load values in children vs adults with infection?
Presence of SARS-CoV-2 RNA has been demonstrated by RT-PCR in serum, saliva, bronchoalveolar lavage,
stool and from nasopharyngeal, pharyngeal and anal swabs in both adults and children140. Differences in
detection exists between sites. In one analysis of 205 COVID-19 patients from China ages 5 - 67 years, SARSCoV-2 viral RNA was detected in 93% of bronchoalveolar lavage samples, 72% of sputum, 32% of pharyngeal
swabs, 29% of stool samples, 1% in blood and 0% in urine140. Detection and quantification of viral RNA, infectious
viral particles and immune response are important in understanding transmission, infection, disease course and
immunity.
Upper respiratory tract (nasopharyngeal and oropharyngeal) viral load
In this discussion viral load is inferred from cycle threshold values for real time RT-PCR tests, which has
limitations with variations among same/different assays performed by various laboratories and does not provide
quantified viral copy number; in cases where unless the test has been set up and validated as such; this was not
the case with most of the studies summarized here and will be indicated when reported.
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Viral load in respiratory samples varies by specimen type; there is conflicting data on the estimated viral load
associated with disease stage and severity. For example, one study of 323 samples taken from 76 patients with
confirmed COVID-19 showed higher viral loads, inferred by cycle threshold (Ct) at multiple sites during early and
progressive stages of infection compared with the convalescent stage141. While 90% of 21 moderate patients in
another study no longer had detectable nasopharyngeal virus by 10 days of infection, 10 severe patients shed
detectable virus for longer, with peak mean viral loads estimated by Ct approximately 60x greater than those of
mild to moderate patients142. Another Ct-based study of 85 SARS-CoV-2 positive patients from Shenzen, China
also demonstrated lower levels and shorter periods of viral RNA detection in the 23 asymptomatic children and
adults143. In direct contrast, a cross-sectional retrospective study from New York estimated viral load in
nasopharyngeal swabs of 205 patients with confirmed COVID-19, using a Ct method. The initial viral load was
lower in patients who were hospitalized than those who were discharged from the Emergency Department, and
higher viral load was associated with shorter duration of symptoms144; this retrospective study did not follow
discharged patients to capture the timeline of viral shedding and patients with a worsening trajectory resulting in
hospital admission later in the course of illness may not have been identified.
The severity of disease may affect the duration of infectious virus shedding, and antibody testing may be useful to
guide infection control measures as assessment of likely infectivity. A preprint study of critically ill patients
suggests that a higher viral load (> 7 log/ml) in respiratory tract specimens was associated with isolation of
infectious SARS-CoV-2, and the presence of neutralizing antibody was associated with absence of infectious
virus145. In these patients infectious virus could be isolated for up to 20 days (median 8 days, < 5% probability
after 15.2 days of symptoms), which is longer than the 8 day duration of viable virus shedding in less ill patients
described in an earlier publication146.
The observed timeline of viral load inferred by Ct appears to be highest early during infection and decline during
convalescence, but differences in observed maximum viral detection exist between studies and between sample
sites. In one study 94 serially tested by oropharyngeal swab for up to a month after illness onset viral loads were
initially high, but decreased to nearly undetectable by 21 days, with no differences between sex, age or disease
severity147. However, another Ct study evaluating nasopharyngeal samples taken from 18 contacts of COVID-19
patients noted that viral load was initially low and peaked at day 10 of symptoms148. A recent retrospective cross
sectional study attempted Vero cell culture from RT-PCR positive samples, with 26/89 (29%) demonstrating
growth. No viral growth was observed from specimens with a Ct of >24, or symptom onset to test time of > 8
days149. Similarly, an earlier paper suggested that no replicating virus (assessed by subgenomic RNA) was
detectable after day 8 in a detailed virological assessment of nine patients with early symptoms146. A variety of
additional publications have confirmed prolonged PCR positivity, with one description of 56 hospitalized
patients in which severe illness was associated with higher viral loads (by 60 fold) and a longer time to RT-PCR
clearance150. Viral RNA shedding was prolonged with a median of 24 days to become SARSCoV-2 RT-PCR
negative (and 32.1% still positive at 1 month post onset)150. A preprint study of 1343 probable and confirmed
outpatient COVID-19 cases in New York were assessed with serologic and nasopharyngeal RT-PCR
testing151; 249/584 participants with antibody and PCR testing were RT-PCR positive at 20 days (11-42 days)
from symptom onset and 12 days (5-28 days) from symptom resolution. In this cohort, 19% of survey participants
with previous self-reported symptoms were PCR positive at testing151.
It has been proposed that lower viral titers in children explain their lower case rate and decreased symptoms152. A
Korean study compared quantitative viral loads in 12 mildly symptomatic and asymptomatic children (<18 years)
from combined naso- and oropharyngeal swabs153, with 55% still positive at week 3. Fecal RT-PCR positivity and
viral load remained high (>80%) through 3 weeks. Eighty percent were positive by PCR of saliva in the first week
with a sharp decline thereafter. Symptomatic children had a higher initial viral RNA load (9.01 vs 6.32 log,
p=0.048) with considerable variability and overlap. Other studies also suggest that the pediatric population (18
years and under) have lower viral load than adults148,152,153. However, not all studies demonstrate these
differences. A large review of community tests in Germany compared 77,996 serial nasopharyngeal swabs taken
from 3,303 COVID-19 positive patients154. Using a Roche Lightcycler platform there were no differences in viral
loads by age estimated from raw data and a Bayesian model, but screening after mid-March adopted different
PCR equipment (Roche Cobas) during a period of lesser contact testing (with lockdown measures in place
contact testing was reduced). During this period, viral load differed between ages, with 29% of children 0-6 and
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37% of those age 0-19 bearing >250,000 copies (the minimum associated with viable virus on cell culture),
compared to 51.4% in those age 20+154. The authors commented that although this difference was statistically
significant it was unlikely to be clinically significant and this study has been interpreted as showing no difference
in viral load of children and adults. However, reanalysis of these data using different statistical methods was
published by another group in a public response, with the conclusion that children (grouped as 0-6 and 1-10) have
lower viral loads than adults155. There was no clear evidence of clinically significant variations in viral load (by RTPCR) by age in other studies148,156although the pediatric arm in one was underpowered156. More recently, the
Children’s Hospital of Chicago evaluated 145 symptomatic patients with mild to moderate COVID-19 illness age 1
month to 65 years using RT-PCR cycle threshold values as a proxy for viral load, which is not a validated
quantitative methodology. They excluded those with severe or asymptomatic illness or illness beyond 1 week to
minimize differences other than patient age157. Children under 5 years were reported to have higher
nasopharyngeal SARS-CoV-2 viral RNA (lower Ct values, p=0.02) compared with children age 5-17 years, who
were similar to adults age 18+ (p=0.34), Concerns raised around this report include: cultivatable virus or
qualitative viral load were was not evaluated, the very low Ct values reported are felt to represent possible
technical concerns, and “outliers” with higher Ct values were excluded in the calculation of the median in the 0-5 y
age group only. However, this study suggests a potentially wider range of Ct values in younger children including
the possibility of higher inferred viral loads than previously described. 157.
Another factor that may impact transmission, independently of the measurable viral load in airway samples, is
cough dynamics. One research group suggests that differences between pediatric and adult bronchoalveolar
structure, respiratory dynamics and cough mechanics will produce lower amounts of exhaled droplets, making
children poor transmitters of SARS-CoV-2; this concept remains theoretical and needs to be evaluated further158.
Given that there is less data for children than adults, that viral load varies during the course of COVID-19 infection
and by sample site, as well as the potential for variation between aerosol formation dynamics and different
detection methods, there is a significant knowledge gap with respect to the impact of SARS-CoV-2 viral
load on the transmission of COVID-19 as well as differences between viral load in children and adults.
SARS-CoV-2 in fecal samples
Compared to RT-PCR detection of SARS-CoV-2 from nasal swabs, some studies suggest that fecal shedding
occurs in the latter period of infection, including and beyond symptomatic convalescence15,47,93,159–162. Currently
transmission between individuals is largely suspected to be oral-oral. However, similarly to SARS-CoV and MERS
coronavirus, fecal-oral transmission may be another route for SAR-CoV-2 infection162,163 that may persist after
respiratory symptoms resolve. A retrospective cohort in Beijing, China also detected SARS-CoV-2 RNA in fecal
samples from COVID-19 positive patients for days to weeks after respiratory samples (sputum) no longer tested
positive159. Further case studies from Shandong, China and Qingdao, China confirm that SARS-CoV-2 can be
present in stool up to four weeks after abatement of symptoms93,164; another found a mean difference of 8.6
days between positive respiratory and fecal testing152. In addition to prolonged shedding, estimates of SARS-CoV2 RNA quantity in feces remain relatively consistent over time, whereas nasopharyngeal swab and saliva
specimens initially rise during the development and active phases of infection, then decline during the
convalescent phase in symptomatic children, with a similar pattern of expression in asymptomatic children153.
Fecal detection is prolonged in pediatric patients compared to adults160. In one study, the majority of pediatric
COVID-19 patients had RT-PCR positive stool samples until 10 days after hospital discharge161 and children were
more likely than adults to have RT-PCR positive fecal samples compared to respiratory swabs 14 days post onset
of symptoms152 with prolonged fecal positivity by RT PCR compared to adults93,153,160,164. The difference between
child and adult fecal shedding may be due in part to differences in age-related gastrointestinal trace ACE2
receptor expression160.
As well as detecting viral RNA in fecal samples, infectious SARS-CoV-2 has been isolated from fecal samples of
infected patients165 and can survive in water for up to 25 days166. Although there is no strong evidence for
fecal-oral transmission of SARS-CoV-2, such transmission is feasible, and should be considered when
considering safety and hygiene precautions for school and daycare operation.
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SARS-CoV-2 in blood and other body fluids
SARS-CoV-2 is rarely detected in COVID-19 patient serum or urine140. It is highly unlikely that these forms of
transmission are of concern for school154. Similarly, although viral RNA has been detected in the expressed breast
milk of an infected mother167, oral transmission is not supported by current data. Since transmission depends on
aerosolization of live virus in fluid there is no evidence that expressed breast milk is a source of viral transmission,
a reassuring consideration for some daycare centres where expressed breast milk is provided for children.
SARS-CoV-2 binding sites in the nasopharyngeal tract
SARS-CoV-2 enters cells mainly via angiotensin-2-converting enzyme 2 (ACE2) and transmembrane serine
protease 2 (TMPRSS2) proteins. Existing transcriptome datasets show that ACE2 and TRPRSS2 expression
are significantly lower in pediatric (age not specified) than adult nasal and bronchial epithelial tissue brush
samples, which may have implications for viral transmission. Lower and similar values were seen in peripheral
mononuclear blood cells (children and adults) and adult saliva168. Comorbidities that increased receptor
expression in the airways included essential hypertension and ACE2 blood levels were higher in adults with
asthma168. Adult patients with confirmed COVID-19 infection have higher estimated (Ct) viral loads in nasal and
oropharyngeal samples (sputum, throat and nasal swabs) than other sites141, based on RT-PCR and ddPCR, in
keeping with patterns of ACE2 and TRPRSS2 expression141. In addition, the viral load (evaluated by ddPCR) was
significantly higher in sputum than throat or nasal swab (17,429 copies/test vs 2,552 and 651,
respectively). Although SARS-CoV-2 has been demonstrated in multiple organ systems, these receptor studies
support that the majority of transmission likely occurs through respiratory secretions, and some data suggest that
ACE2 expression may provide a biological rationale for the possible reduced viral load and lower infection rates
seen in children.
Is there a difference in carriage of viable virus (assessed by viral culture or subgenomic mRNA) between children
and adults?
Detection of SARS-CoV-2 RNA does not necessarily mean that infectious virus is present153. In a small cohort
study of children from Switzerland (16 years and under), SARS-CoV-2 virus isolate from nasopharyngeal swab
only infected 52% of VeroE6 cells, confirming that shedding patterns of the culture competent virus in
symptomatic children resemble that of adults81. As well, at least one study shows infectious viral particles in stool
samples from an infected patient169; this study also demonstrated viral replication in bat and human
intestinal epitheloid cells, an in vitro system for studying viral activity169. Although not a direct representation of
infectivity, a minimum of 250,000 copies/ml were required for isolation of infectious viral particles from fecal
material154. These results seem to indicate that SARS-CoV-2 carried by children has a similar infectious profile to
the virus from adult samples. Virus detected in children using RT-RNA and other techniques should be
considered to have similar viability, measured in its ability to infect cells in vitro, to virus detected in
adults based on current limited data.

3b. What is the current understanding of the antibody response in COVID-19 during and after
infection?
There is emerging literature describing SARS-CoV-2 antibody response dynamics. For SARS-CoV-2, specific
epitopes of the nucleocapsid56 and spike170 proteins143,171,172 are specific targets for IgM and IgG antibodies. One
detailed evaluation of the course of seroconversion in asymptomatic, presymptomatic and moderately
symptomatic COVID-19 positive patients143 demonstrated seroconversion is >90% of asymptomatic and
presymptomatic cases. Of 22 children < 14 years, 10 (45%) were asymptomatic; only 13/63 adults (21%) were
asymptomatic. Fewer asymptomatic patients seroconverted with detectable IgM (45.5%) than presymptomatic
and symptomatic (62.5% and 63.2%) patients; 10-30% seroconverted in the first week of illness, a peak at 15-30
days, and decline to 50% 1-2 months after hospital admission. In contrast, IgA and IgG seroconversion rates were
>90% in all patients, and similar (91-93%) regardless of symptomatology. Peak IgG and IgA levels were achieved
in 15-30 days. Other studies also describe gradual seroconversion with a plateau in antibody levels by about
week 2 in non-ICU patients but increasing levels in sicker patients until about week 3171, and higher
seroconversion to IgM (>80%)172, however these studies focused on severe patients and took few time points and
did not include children. Multiple other studies showed that IgG specific to SARS-CoV-2 develops within two
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weeks of symptom onset of symptoms in both children and adults and that the seroprevalence of anti-SARS-CoV2 IgG is highest in the middle age bracket (ages 18-50 years)173–184. Serial analysis of patient serum and
prevalence of anti-SARS-CoV-2 IgG show high titers during the acute phase (about day 10 of symptoms) that
start to decrease after 15 days177. Children were more likely to be asymptomatic and less likely to demonstrate a
significant IgM response, but did develop a similar IgG response to adults143. While the degree of symptoms
impacted seroconversion, most patients with documented SARS-CoV-2 infection did mount an IgG response and
maintain detectable antibody levels for at least 2 months, regardless of symptoms143,171,172,176,177,179,181–183. There
is a significant evidence gap regarding the ability of detectable antibody to provide immunity.
Antibody activity can be evaluated using in vitro assays. In one study, SARS-CoV-2-specific neutralizing
antibodies (NAbs) were measured in a pseudotypical-lentiviral-vector-based neutralization assay from 175 adult
COVID-19 patients who had common or mild symptoms. Patient plasma samples had high titres of SARS-CoV-2specific NAbs from day 10 to 15 after infection, with higher levels in elderly and middle-aged patients in
comparison to the youngest age group (Figure 2c1)177. Young children (age 5-9 years) developed lower levels of
NAb than older children and adults in at least one evaluation179, in agreement with antibody quantification
studies143,176,177,179–183. Overall, most patients developed stable IgG titres during convalescence. NAbs have
previously been considered for therapy or prevention of a number of viral infections and SARS-CoV-2-specific
NAbs are under investigation as a therapeutic intervention180
A recent preprint from the UK that assessed stored (pre-COVID-19) sera for evidence of preexisting humoral
immunity to SARS-CoV-2 showed the presence of IgG to S2 subunit reactive antibodies in children and adults
(12/95, 12.6% of samples of SARSCoV-2 uninfected individuals)185. Five of 50 (10%) stored samples from
pregnant women, and 21/48 (44%) of stored samples from children and youth (the latter sampled in late spring
when typical seasonal coronavirus HCoV infection is common) revealed antibodies could neutralize SARS-CoV-2.
This finding is potentially attributable to recent or remote infection with other circulating coronaviruses. From an
immunologic perspective it seems that the S2 subunit epitopes may be functionally relevant in providing cross
immunity between HCoVs and SARS-CoV-2. A possible reduction of illness severity and lessened susceptibility to
infection might account for the age distribution of COVID-19 rates and symptoms, given that these seasonal
infections are common in children. However, public health measures that prevent COVID-19 will also tend to
reduce other HCoVs so maintenance of immunity to these other coronaviruses will likely be affected by nonpharmaceutical interventions. Practically speaking, it will also be important to distinguish between cross-reactive
and SARS-CoV-2 antibody responses in assessing serologic data.
Given the pandemic timeline, it is not possible to ascertain whether children or adults develop lasting immunity to
SARS-CoV-2, or whether immunity developed after a single infection is sufficient to protect against reinfection in
the future at this stage of the pandemic. At least one recent publication demonstrated a weaker antibody
response in a small number of asymptomatic patients186, with lower IgG levels in the acute phase and reduced
levels during the convalescent phase; 40% became seronegative during convalescence, compared to 12% of
symptomatic patients. This is in keeping with information from the Spanish seroprevalence survey. Whether a
specific antibody level correlates with protective immunity and protection from reinfection is thus far unknown.
Reinfections are seen in less severe seasonal coronavirus infections. In one study using healthy volunteers,
10/15 were successfully infected with strains of seasonal coronavirus; the other 5/15 showed a mucosal IgA
response suggesting that they were able to prevent symptomatic infection187. Serum-specific IgA and IgG peaked
at week 12. In this study, all 5 volunteers who were not infected and 6/9 previously infected volunteers were
infected one year later when re-challenged with live virus, however symptom duration and severity and mean time
for viral shedding were lower after the second challenge, suggesting an element of protection187. Long-lived T cell
immunity has been described after epidemic SARS-2003 (infections with SARS-CoV), and T cell immunity played
an important role in recovery from that disease with T cell responses durable for many years (>10 years)
compared to rapidly waning antibody responses188. It is anticipated that cellular immunity as well as neutralizing
antibodies will be needed for long-lasting protection from SARS-CoV-2. A study published July 13 from Scripps
Institute has identified a specific antibody gene, IGHV3-53, that promotes a strong antibody response and may be
helpful in vaccine development189. Understanding effective vaccine components and the importance of the T cell
response is critical given some early speculation over the potential barriers to acquisition of long-term immunity190.
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There is a significant knowledge gap with respect to lasting antibody mediated immunity to SARS-CoV-2,
especially in children.

Figure 3b. Adapted from “Neutralizing antibody responses to SARS-CoV-2 in a COVID-19 recovered
patient cohort and their implications by Wu et al., 2020” Elderly and middle-age recovered COVID-19 patients
developed higher levels of SARS-CoV-2-specific NAbs than young recovered patients180. NAbs titers of young
(15-39 years), middle-age (40-59 years), and elderly (60-85 years) patients were compared. P values were
calculated using t test.
Cross-sectional and population-level studies are being done to estimate the actual population infection rate and
possible implications for immunity to SARS-CoV-2. As previously summarized, a Spanish population based
serosurvey showed an overall seroprevalence was 5.0% with geographic variation191. Seropositivity was It was
18% in participants who reported symptoms > 2 weeks before the assay. Overall seroprevalence in those who did
not report symptoms was 2.5% and 90% of participants with a self-reported positive RT-PCR to SARS-CoV-2 had
a positive IgG test. Children 0-19 years were less likely to have specific IgG; seroprevalence was 2.4% (1.1% in
infants <1 year), increasing to 4.4% in people age 20-34, 5.3% in age 35-49 and 5.8% in age 50+. Sweden is also
monitoring seroconversion at a population level20. In 1,104 samples (excess samples from outpatient care for
other indications 7.3% were positive in Stockholm, with lower levels in other cities less impacted by the pandemic
(Skane 4.2%, Vastra Gotaland 3.7%). They were most common in age 20-64 (6.7%); children 0-19 were 4.7%
and age 65+ 2.7%. This however is not a convenience not representative population sample. A Swiss population
based study of 2,776 participants recruited from an existing general population cohort study and their immediate
family members (age 5 and up) showed that seroprevalence was 3.5% at the onset of the study and 10.6% 5
weeks later, with lower rates noted in children age 5-9 (0.8%)179.
There is minimal data available with respect to seropositivity across age ranges to SARS-CoV-2 in Canada,
however early results from a national study of donor blood demonstrated <1% seropositivity in 10,000 samples
taken from Canadian blood donors during the last 2 weeks in May192. Another cross-sectional study analyzed
residual sera collected from outpatient laboratories in Vancouver (British Columbia), demonstrating neutralizing
antibodies to SARS-CoV-2 at 0.28% (2/869) seroprevalence in March and 0.55% (4/885) in May, which suggests
that community infections are 8-fold greater than reported cases193 in British Columbia.
The finding that population based seroprevalence is lower in children than adults supports data of
documented infection that children have lower infections rates than adults in epidemics thus far. With
<10% seroprevalence in countries that have reported a significant level of infections and high burden of mortality
and morbidity, population based immunity after natural infection is unlikely to affect transmissions
dynamics (ie, herd immunity is not likely) after the first wave of the pandemic.

4. Are public health interventions (e.g., masks, distancing, hand hygiene) appropriate and effective for
children and youth?
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To date, there is minimal evidence available (small number of studies; lower quality evidence) on the
effectiveness of public health interventions (PHIs) for COVID-19 focusing on pediatric populations. This section
contains a summary of the appropriateness and effectiveness of public health interventions, including masks,
distancing, hand hygiene, in pediatric populations. It is important to understand the current status of the evidence
in this area as jurisdictions around the world have begun to lift public health restrictions including the reopening of
schools. Early in the pandemic, school closures were seen as a way to reduce the spread of the virus194–199. As
restrictions begin to lift globally, including daycare and school re-openings, considerations must be made to
recommend the safest way to increase social contacts while maintaining key PHIs and mitigating the spread of
SARS-CoV-2. Given the shift in the understanding of pediatric transmission, it is too early to see quality evidence
on the effectiveness of PHIs in pediatric populations to reduce the spread of SARS-CoV-2.
Hand Hygiene, Masks and Physical Distancing
A cross-sectional study by Chen et al200 surveyed children in Wuhan between the ages of 1-13 years (median=9)
about mask wearing and hand hygiene in schools200. Excellent hand hygiene understanding and behavior was
seen in 42.1% of children whereas 51.2% of children showed good mask-wearing behaviour. The authors also
found that 42.2% reported that it is difficult to find child-sized masks, with only 32.5% of primary school children
wearing properly fitted masks. Concerns around the risks of mask wearing in children under 2 to 3 years of age
have been raised due to increased risk for suffocation, instead advocating for distancing measures and hand
hygiene in this age group67,201. Further, it is suggested that for school aged children, both schools and parents
should educate their children on the importance of measures such as mask wearing and hand hygiene in order to
increase children’s compliance201. In certain settings, plexiglass shields with cleaning protocols might be
considered to minimize droplet exposure and improve separation if physical distancing measures are constrained
although these measures have not been studies for efficacy of transmission reduction.
There is longitudinal information transmission in the context of school reopening and implementation of masking
which suggested initial successful school opening in the absence of community or school mask use. In
Switzerland, schools closed in mid-March during an increasing epidemic with cases peaking in late March then
dropped steadily into mid-May, with school reopening May 11. Masks were not required in schools, and mask use
in the community was “rare” during April and May as the epidemic declined. A paper assessing the effectiveness
of interventions in controlling Rt in Switzerland suggested that transmission reduction started slightly before
measured mobility changes, suggesting that messaging about basic hygiene may have initiated proactive
behaviour change with positive effects prior to school closure202. Subsequently, community cases started in
increase late in June, and masks were made mandatory on public transit July 6, and have since been
recommended for students age 15+ in Lucerne (for distances < 1.5 m). However, mask availability remained poor
until mid-July. As of July 24 reported case numbers had continued to increase, with 2 teachers testing positive in
schools and a separate nightclub-related cluster203. In this circumstance schools reopened when the epidemic first
wave was controlled, and without widespread mask use in the community or in schools, and cases remained
stable for 6 weeks. However, with subsequent increasing community transmission, masking is being promoted in
public transit and in some high schools. This experience and similar international experiences will merit followup.
Physical distancing measures have also been evaluated for SARS CoV-2, along with other severe
betacoronviruses and MERS. Chu et al (2020), conducted a metanalysis to investigate the optimal distance to
avoid person to person transmission, along with evaluation of masks and eye protection204. Transmission of
viruses was lower with distancing of more than 1 meter versus less (aOR 0.18, risk difference -10.2%, moderate
certainty), and further decreased by a relative risk of 2.02 per metre (Figure 4a). Mask use resulted in a risk
difference of -14.3% (low certainty), and eye protection of -10.6% (low certainty).
Given the limited literature specific to PHIs in pediatric populations in relation to COVID-19, it is important to
consider evidence from previous epidemics pertaining to reduction of virus transmission in these groups. A case
control study from Spain during the H1N1 pandemic demonstrated that in children, handwashing more than 5
times daily significantly reduced infections compared to less frequent handwashing (aOR 0.62 (.39-.99)) with a
stronger effect in school age than preschool children. Mask use did not have enough uptake within the population
to comment on its effectiveness205. A randomized trial of hand washing and mask wearing in Thailand during the
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2009 H1N1 pandemic did not show decreased transmission within the household, however community
transmission was not assessed206. A small study prior to the H1N1 pandemic showed hand sanitizer gel was
minimally disruptive and highly acceptable, with 94-100% of grade kindergarten to grad 6 teachers reporting they
would use in a pandemic. A trial of mask use was moderate to severely disruptive for the majority, although 94100% teachers would also use in a pandemic207.
Importantly, there are no studies examining the efficacy of cloth masks in decreasing transmission of respiratory
viruses in the community, in children or in adults. For more details on the effectiveness of wearing masks in
the general population, please refer to the Effectiveness of Wearing Masks to Reduce Spread of COVID-19 in the
Community Rapid Review.

Figure 4a. Change in absolute risk with increasing distance (modified from Chu et al, 2020)208. Absolute risk

of transmission from an individual infected with SARS-CoV-2, SARS-CoV, or MERS-CoV with varying
baseline risk and increasing distance (B).
Schools Closures and Modelling Studies
As jurisdictions around the world relax or lift restrictions, early experiences and evidence has begun to emerge on
the impact of reopening schools on COVID-19 transmission. As described previously, there are many media
reports available on school outbreaks which presented case counts for students and/ or staff. These reports
highlight the potential challenges to implementing the suggested PHIs in certain situations such as those with
limited resources and vague PHI protocols209,210.
Looking outside of COVID-19, an earlier systematic review211 on the impact of school closures
during the H1N1 influenza pandemic found that school closures mitigate community transmission, which
illustrates the possibility that school closure can affect community transmission of some viruses. Analysis showed
that the longer the school closures delayed an epidemic peak, the less the attack rate (r=0.479, p<0.05).
Furthermore, there was a positive correlation between the duration of infectiveness and delaying the epidemic
peak through school closure (r=0.54, p<0.05). However, the degree to which influenza epidemic parameters can
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be used to infer COVID-19 epidemic is unclear given different transmission dynamics including the possibility of
higher likelihood of presymptomatic transmission of COVID-19.
Contact patterns during school closures are of relevance in COVID-19 transmission, with a diary-based study
comparing regular school/ work days and those during school-closure performed by Litvinova et al212 during
influenza season. A significant reduction in the number of contacts students have during school closure was
seen, with a 75% reduction in contact in individuals age 0-18. This is attributable to the drop in students’ contacts
with classmates (6.3/day down to 0.5/day and schoolmates (1.5/day down to 0.3/day). A 20% reduction in student
contacts with those 19-59 years old was also found, whereas a 52% increase was seen in student contacts with
≥60 years of age (52%). The latter observation suggests a role of grandparents in care or socialization during
closures and raises concerns for enhanced risk to this group of COVID-19 transmission with school closure. With
respect to changes in contacts for teachers during school closures, there was a 26% decrease in contact with
individuals between 19-59 years of age212. In another paper from the same investigators, modeling the impact of
school closures in Shanghai (where children age 5-19 represent 9.5% of the population school based closure
policies were not sufficient to entirely prevent a COVID-19 outbreak, but they could affect disease dynamics and
hence hospital surge capacity.59
Table 4b provides a summary of modelling studies that project the impact of school closures or re-openings on
the transmission of SARS-CoV-2. The literature consistently indicates that school closures are potential
supportive measures to reducing the spread of SARS-CoV-2194,195,197,198,213,214. However, much of
the projection modelling for SARS-CoV-2 spread primarily focuses on transmission in the general population and
includes PHIs such as school closures and school holidays. Further, it is important to note that the accuracy of
projection models, which are always a simplification of the problem, are constrained by our limited and evolving
knowledge of SARS-CoV-2 transmission dynamics. There are also many sources of uncertainty and no
standardized approach for calculating and reporting uncertainty in these models. As such, interpretation of the
results of modelling studies should always be considered within the context of these limitations. For more details
on COVID-19 modelling studies, please refer to the COVID-19 Models, Scenarios & Thresholds Rapid Review.
With respect to the reopening of schools and their potential impact on the spread of SARS-CoV-2, a preprint
from Panovska-Griffiths et al. 194 modelled the impact of various school reopening strategies (reopen in June vs
phased reopening) in the United Kingdom, combined with relaxing of social distancing measures society-wide,
using a stochastic agent-based model of SARS-CoV-2 transmission. The model suggests that avoidance of
a secondary pandemic wave is possible across reopening scenarios using an enhanced strategy of testing 2572% of symptomatic infections, tracing 40-80% of their contacts and isolating those cases that are symptomatic
with/without a positive diagnosis. Alternatively, reopening schools on June 1, 2020 without testing, tracing and
isolation strategies in place was projected to result in R increasing above 1, with a secondary wave projected at
2.5 times the size of the first wave. Limitations to the study include the level of uncertainty in the mode and use of
a variety of sources across different settings.
Davies et al.214 constructed a series of models to simulate age-stratified infection rate and impacts of 3 months of
school closures using 3 cities in different countries with varying child demographics: Milan, Italy (high median
age), Birmingham, UK (intermediate median age), Bulawayo, Zimbabwe (low median age) and compared
influenza-like infection (ILI) to COVID-19. In ILIs, school closure decreased peak incidence 17-35%, whereas for
COVID-19, school closure did not have as great an effect with a smaller delay and decrease in peak (1-6
day delay in peak and 9-18% decrease in peak). Modelling scenarios with assumption of high subclinical
infectiousness resulted in higher impact of school closure on reducing transmission. Specifically, assumption of
100% subclinical infectiousness resulted in a 37-53% transmission reduction compared to 0% subclinical
infectiousness214. The authors suggest that asymptomatic and presymptomatic infection transmission play a
sizable role in peak modeling (assuming viability of viral load), and school closure is likely to be more effective if
transmission before symptoms occurs.
Targeted school closures may be a consideration for regions with increased transmission. In a non-peer reviewed
model, Munday and colleagues simulated a network model of school and household transmission based on
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familial connections between schools in the Netherlands. With an R0 of 1.6, 5 to 28 percent of schools could seed
an outbreak outside of their own province, demonstrating substantial variation in the impact of regional school
closures. Closure of secondary schools appeared to reduce connectivity to other regions.
Negative modelled effects of school closures
It is important to note that not all studies have found that school closures are likely to positively impact the
pandemic133,215. Potential exposure patterns in pediatric populations from daycare to high school have been
explored in a systematic review and meta-analysis on the exposures of children outside of the home216. The
authors report that child exposure to outside contacts may negate transmission reduction from school closures.
Sports events, public transit, and visiting friends occurred in these age groups during school closures, with the
outside contacts higher in children whose parents disagreed with the closures, and teenagers (12 years to 17
years) who were most often involved in activities outdoors. This suggests that school closures may shift the
contact patterns of children and youth but may not eliminate transmission risk.
The effect of nonpharmaceutical interventions (including school closure) on SARS-CoV-2 transmission in
Switzerland was assessed using the change in the basic reproduction number at a national and cantonal level
based on hospitalization and death numbers (avoiding dependence on test availability)202. Reductions in R0
started one week before school closure, synchronous with activity changes related to smartphone activity mobility
patterns, and started before official implementation of nonpharmaceutical interventions, which sequentially
included a ban on gatherings of >1000, school closures, closures of nonessential activities, and voluntary home
isolation/ban on gatherings of more than 5 people. Overall nonresidential mobility decreased by 50-75%.
Transmission reduction started slightly before measured mobility changes suggesting that messaging about basic
hygiene may have initiated proactive behaviour change with positive effects prior to school closure202.
Alteration in childcare patterns may also reduce impact in transmission and mortality rates intended by school
closures. Bayham and Fenichel215 modelled the impact of child-care obligations for US healthcare workers during
school closures and the impact of healthcare worker absenteeism on mortality. The authors report that the
healthcare sector in the US has very high child-care obligations (28.5%, 95%CI: 28.5, 29.1; for those with children
aged 3-12), with 15% (95%CI: 14.8, 15.2) of health-care workforce not having additional support from household
contacts. Further, the model showed that if the infection mortality rate rose to 2.35% from 2% following a 15%
decline in available health-care workers based on child-care needs, then school closure could result in a higher
number of deaths than those prevented215.
Davies et al.198 used a stochastic, age-structured transmission model to explore a range of intervention scenarios,
including introduction of school closures, social distancing, shielding of elderly groups, self-isolation of
symptomatic cases, and extreme lockdown-type restrictions in the UK. The authors suggest that when
considering the potential impact of children being cared for by grandparents, over a period of school closure from
March 17 (i.e. after intensive interventions implemented) to July 20, 2020, one additional contact per weekday
between children younger than 15 years and an older individual could, in the worst case, almost eliminate the
benefit of closing schools in terms of the number of deaths and peak ICU bed occupancy. The authors found that
no single intervention (including school closures, social distancing, elderly shielding or self-isolation) would
effectively impact R0 enough to lead to the required decline in total case numbers. The most comprehensive
scenario of interventions (i.e., deploying all four interventions simultaneously) resulted in the largest impact on
decreasing R0; however, it was only sufficient to halt the epidemic altogether in a small proportion of simulations.
In summary, the literature suggests that community-based PHIs can reduce transmission of SARS-CoV-2
although there is less data around these measures in pediatric age ranges. Implementing PHIs will vary across
various situations depending on availability of resources and community prevalence of COVID-19. The current
paucity of evidence on the appropriateness and effectiveness of PHIs in pediatric populations for COVID-19,
especially in the school setting, precludes evidence-based recommendations at this time. The degree to which
school closures may reduce COVID-19 transmission remains unclear; models are very subject to assumptions
used and the reduced infection rate in, and possibly reduced transmission from children reduced the ability to
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infer from or compare to previous observations around school closures in influenza pandemics. The negative
impacts of school closure, as described below, must be taken into consideration.
Until more evidence becomes available, risk-based assessments using prevalence data, analyzing pattern of
outbreaks as related to schools, involving frontline staff to discuss feasibility of measures by age, and protocolized
management of positive cases and contacts in the school/daycare can be suggested as practical guidance until
more evidence becomes available. Further study to build high quality evidence is needed to expand the
understanding of the age-stratified impact of PHIs to reduce SARS-CoV-2 transmission in pediatric populations as
well as comparing the effectiveness of PHIs in pediatric populations compared to adult populations.

Figure 4b: Estimated number of contacts at the population level. Adapted from Litinova et al.212 (A)
Estimated mean daily number of contacts by age by assuming that all schools are either regularly open or closed
at the same time as a consequence of the school-closure policy. (B) Estimated mean daily number of contacts by
age of contact and contacted individuals, by assuming that all schools are regularly open (Left) and that all
schools are closed at the same time as a consequence of the school-closure policy (Right).

5. What are the potential harms of school closures during pandemics for children?
COVID-19 infection so far has exhibited different age dynamics than other respiratory viruses such as influenza,
and based on available evidence, schools are unlikely to be a primary driver of community transmission ink, the
context of many school closure early in the COVID-19 pandemic. However, if there is ongoing community
transmission, there is likely at least a corresponding risk of transmission in schools. The burden of morbidity and
mortality in children is relatively small but transmission to adult school staff, and older family members remains a
concern, and the effectiveness of public health measures in schools have not been well assessed.
There are clear potential harms to children, families and communities associated with prolonged school closures,
primarily associated with social disparities that education systems attempt to level. These have been extrapolated
from experience in previous pandemics, with multiple editorials, governmental and non-governmental agencies
highlighting concerns, which are now becoming substantiated in media reports. In March, UNESCO estimated
that 89% of the global student population was out of school due to COVID-19 school closures. In contexts of
extreme poverty, gender disparities are compounded by lack of access to education by increasing girls and young
women's roles in domestic responsibilities, susceptibility to abuse, early marriage and pregnancy217,218. Concerns
of increase in undetected/unreported child abuse have also been raised in the US219,220. Early COVID-19
pandemic reports describe potential food insecurity in 6.6% of European children and up to 14% of American
children, with school programs in the US feeding 35 million children in need daily221,222. Educational inequalities
are also amplified during school closures, and while many schools offer digital classes, access to internet services
is decreased in low income communities222,223.
Lack of access to public health services provided by schools is also of concern. Several reports have highlighted
the importance of schools in delivering vaccinations and concerns of lower immunization rates have been raised
globally, with the WHO reporting a significant decrease in diphtheria, tetanus, pertussis vaccine in the first four
months of 2020224. Early childhood services, such as speech and physical therapies, no longer have mechanisms
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to reach students in need225,226. Children with disabilities have also lost access to behavioural aides and support
workers227. In areas of socioeconomic disadvantage, these services may not be attainable by other means.
Mental health has also been a concern for children during pandemics and school isolation. Decreased access to
physical education, increased screen time and sleep disruption may affect their physical and mental health228. In
addition, psychological impacts of quarantine and school closures have been noted. After the 2009 H1N1
pandemic, post-traumatic stress disorder symptoms were noted in up to 30% of quarantined children studied in
the US229. A survey of grade 2-6 student from Wuhan in March 2020, showed increased rates of depressive and
anxiety symptoms in students from Wuhan at 22.4% and 18.9% respectively, compared to 17.2% with depressive
symptoms in previous studies224. Schools can be a mechanism for identifying and addressing mental health
concerns in youth, including substance use and suicidal ideation226. A large UK survey in March of adolescents
requiring mental health services reported a decline in mental health in over 80% of respondents, with 26%
reporting inability to access further support230. Overall, children may be at increased risk of mental health
concerns during school closures, with decreased accessibility to services.
Further challenges are introduced with respect to identifying appropriate interventions for schools to implement to
mitigate COVID spread on reopening. Several agencies, including the American Academy of Pediatrics and
Hospital for Sick Children have provided guidance, although effective means to implement ideal strategies is a
concern226,231,232. While numerous agencies advocate for return to school, guidance on key public health
interventions, such as physical distancing, class sizes and masks, differ. However, there appears to be
consensus that school-based policies used to mitigate the spread of COVID-19 to prevent school closure must be
balanced against harms to children, families and society with keeping children home. It may be important to
prioritize education amongst other opportunities to expand social interaction and economic activities.

6. What are suggested strategies and considerations for safe school opening?
A number of international stakeholders in education, child health care and infection control have developed
guidance of safe school reopening during the COVID-19 pandemic. The vast majority of these guidelines are
based on expert opinion, as limited literature exists for the implementation of public health interventions in
children. Difficulties arise to operationalize guidance when many levels of government, health care and education
are involved in development, with varying resources and infrastructure available in different regions. Guidance
documents also occasionally differ in opinion, potentially resulting in lack of clarity for the end user. In table 6, we
summarize three major documents for school reopening, highlighting clarifications and suggestions from the
Scientific Advisory Group. In addition, we provide further suggestions based on research summarized in this
document and others from the Scientific Advisory Group.
School reopening strategies may be altered depending on level of community spread and phase of reopening in a
particular region233. As there is continuous evolution of knowledge of the impact of SAR COV-2, guidance has to
remain flexible to allow for incorporation of new evidence and response to outbreaks. However, the general
principles of the guidance documents encourage maintaining the ability for students to be physically present
within schools234, due to significant psychosocial harms described previously.
Guidance on school reopening strategies are generally based around key public health interventions of screening,
physical distancing, hygiene and face coverings (masks or shields). Recommendations on facial covering in
children are the most variable, likely due to the lack of evidence in their utility in children234,235. Physical distancing
guidelines also vary, which may due to the lack of physical space in many areas and an effort to balance the
ability to return to school with physical distancing guidelines233,234. Discrepancies also exist in suggested
screening protocols, especially whether screening should occur within homes or schools233–235. Significant
interpretation of these guidelines will be required to develop practical implementation processes based on
available resources.
The National Academy of Science, Engineering and Medicine guidance document was not included in the table of
potential recommendations but merits some discussion for its equity lens and multistakeholder review process236.
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Highlighted issues include a discussion of the financial costs of potential mitigation strategies, and additional
challenges in poorer quality buildings. Recommendations include a focus on local data use in shared decision
making with public health officials, and development of decision making coalitions (such as a local task force) with
representative of school staff, families, local health officials, and other community interests. A recommendation for
federal and state level resource support to school districts is made with additional support suggested for aging
facilities in under resourced areas. High priority mitigation strategies in this report include hand hygiene, physical
distancing, mask wearing, and limiting large gatherings. Cleaning, ventilation and air filtration,
and cohorting students are also endorsed. This report is not summarized in Table 6. A useful extract from it is
provided in Figure 6 below, describing practices in different countries.236.
Of note, The Hospital for Sick Children had released a comprehensive document outlining guidance for school
reopening on June 17, 2020232. This was revised on July 29, based on evolving transmission data, public health
guidance and input from broader medical, educational and geographical areas2. The more recent guidelines are
highlighted below, with the main differences in the update concerning guidance are surrounding mask use,
transitioning from ‘not requiring or recommending’ mask use, to recommending in older students when physical
distancing cannot be maintained, and consideration in younger age groups2. There was considerable debate
within the group and consensus was not reached on guidance. Subsequently, a level of agreement was stated.
There is also more definitive guidance on physical distancing, with 1 metre acceptable for elementary and middle
school students, and 2 metres preferred for high school.
Table 6. Suggested strategies for school reopening (AAP, Sick Kids, CDC)
Strategy

Guideline Suggestions

Considerations from
Guidelines

Scientific Advisory Group
Suggestions

Screening
and Sick
Plans

- School screening
policies1,233–235,237
- Home temperature
checks219
- Conduct daily health
checks of staff and
students233

School temperature
checks are discouraged
as they create lines and
decrease educational time
in large groups234,235

- Clear school symptom screening policies
and protocols for staff and students

- Strict sick exclusion
policies1,233–235,237
- Plan for when
staff/students become
sick233,234
- Routine virologic or
serologic testing not
recommended234
- Implement flexible sick
leave policies233
- Have back up roster of
trained staff233
- Create communication
system for staff and

Identify area to isolate
and protocol for
pickup/transport for
anyone with COVID-like
symptoms233
Advise to not return until
meet public health
guidance to discontinue
home isolation233

- At home symptom checks (consider
integration of health screening
with online attendance records) prior to
school (entrance screening may be
appropriate in some settings), with emphasis
on truthful reporting
- Strict sick exclusion policies for staff and
students, with sick leave benefits for staff,
and clear sick leave policies, and back up
rosters for teachers and staff
- Sick plans for staff and students who
develop symptoms on site (isolation
areas/procedures, testing, return to school
guidance)
- Create communication systems for
staff/students for self-reporting and exposure
notification while testing results are pending
- Develop protocols for preemptive
isolation of cohorts or classes upon direction
of public health for presumed COVID-19
contacts
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family to self-report and
notify of exposures233

Hygiene
and
Environmental
maintenance

- Handwashing
critical1,233–235,237
- No sharing
policies1,233–235,237
- Decrease number of
high touch surfaces
- Clean high touch
surfaces as often as
possible (at least daily)
1,233–235,237

- Develop priority access to testing, and
consider strategic asymptomatic testing of
teachers/staff, and potentially older
student as part of a public healthbased school strategy and surveillance
Handwashing may be
limited by access to soap
and water
Have adequate supplies
to support healthy
hygiene behaviours
Post signs on how to stop
the spread of COVID-19,
properly handwash,
everyday protective
measures.

- May use soap and
water, use hand
sanitizer when not
available235

-Optimize ventilation
and increase outdoor
air233
- Ensure water systems
are safe after prolonged
closure233

235,237

- Smaller class sizes if
feasible234,235

- Structured handwashing opportunities
(ie before and after eating, bathroom,
entering school and classrooms, before and
after outdoor time, and scheduled within
room) at least 5 times daily

- Assess school setting for high touch
surfaces and consider feasible interventions
such as limiting closed doors, and installing
motion sensor bathroom equipment if
feasible. High touch surfaces should be
cleaned regularly (once daily or more,
although guidance may evolve with more
data.)

- Outdoor play
equipment with high
touch surfaces should
be cleaned regularly234

- Cohort classes1,233–

- Use soap and water when able, and hand
sanitizer otherwise, with development of a
sustainable supply chain for handwashing
supplies

- Strict no sharing policies for school supplies
and food

- Clean all indoor school
equipment1,233–235,237

Physical
Distancing
and
Cohorting

- Handwashing is critical and resources to
teach handwashing and
hygiene behaviours to staff and students
should be available

- Building maintenance should review HVAC
systems, consulting if necessary, and
optimize ventilation to reduce transmission
risk as possible (refer to HVAC
document). Individual classroom air
conditioning units require specific review as
maximizing the fraction of outside air and
considering the pattern of air flow are
potentially important considerations in
reducing in middle and high school classroom
transmission, based on evaluation of
outbreak reports.
Encourage cohorts for
younger students and
those with comorbidities.
Cohort secondary
students if possible, limit

- The purpose of cohorting is to limit mixing of
student and staff exposure numbers are
reduced in the event of a transmissible
infection at school. Cohorting of classes as
much as possible, with limited mixing in
common spaces is advised (in gyms, lunch
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- Use outdoor
spaces234,235

crossover of students and
teachers.

- Desks 3-6 ft apart2,234,
6 feet apart233

Consider intensive course
blocks.

- Cancel large
gatherings, field trips,
inter-group event1,233–

Weigh benefits of physical
distancing with benefits of
maintaining in-school
instruction.

235,237

- Avoid singing and
exercising in close
proximity234,235

Maintain extracurricular
activities if possible234,235

- Cancel extracurricular
activities in Step 1 and
2 opening233
- Limit buses when
possible234,235

- Limit non-essential
visitors1,233–235,237
- Consider ways to
accommodate
children/families at risk
of serious illness233
-Students with medical
conditions may attend
school as usual, with
health care guidance235

- Where possible arrange classes to allow
appropriate physical distancing (1-2m). One
metre distancing may approach the benefits
of 2 m distancing in the setting of
asymptomatic individuals. For high school
students, 2 metre distancing is preferred
given potential higher transmission risk.
Cohorts may be more feasible and socially
acceptable in younger students than physical
distancing

- Distance on school
buses with one
child/seat or alternate
seats when possible233
- Stagger drop off
times233

breaks, halls). A planned assessment of
different cohort sizes for the purposes of
reducing risk of infection and need to
quarantine is suggested – in some setting
classes may be able to be subdivided into
alternate spaces to reduce crowding and
contact numbers. The benefit of cohorting
may be affected by busing/transport and after
school care mixing as some children may be
in several cohorts.

Avoid parents in schools
when possible and use
plexiglass shields as
needed

- If physical distancing cannot be maintained,
consider increasing access to alternate
spaces for non-instructional time, with nonteacher staff for supervision if required, or
alternating in person instruction with virtual
instruction for older students
-Maintain extracurricular activities when
public health interventions can be maintained,
with the exception of singing, band with wind
instruments, and team based higher contact
sports pending further data as these activities
may confer higher transmission risk
- Outdoor play and learning is valuable and
transmission of the virus is likely reduced in
outdoor settings. Outdoor sports, particularly
individual sports where distancing can be
maintained, such as track and field, may be
preferred forms of physical activity. Refer
to Guidance for Sport, Physical Activity and
Recreation
- In-person inter-school and class sports or
academic competitions should be
avoided pending further data. Within cohort
sporting activities can be considered.
- Consider layered public health
interventions for school transport, such as
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parent drop-off, cohort car-pooling, school
and public bus, such as physical distancing
(one child/family per seat), support for hand
hygiene, masks if currently recommended,
and open windows if buses are used.
Consider bus, carpool/ridesharing when
designing cohorts if possible.
- Restrict non-essential visitors to
schools, and visitors attend time should be
limited with pre-visit symptom screening, and
public health interventions in place.

Eating

- Cohort in classroom or
outside1,233–235,237
- Close communal
spaces if possible1,233–
235,237

Separate lunch
breaks234,235
- Eat outside if
possible234,235

Masks/
Face
Coverings

- Universal face
coverings in high school
when not
distanced2,233,234
- Use when feasible in
elementary234
-When community
transmission is low,
mask use should not be
mandatory for any age
group (SK, 78%
agreement)
-Mask not currently
recommended for
elementary school (SK
61% agreement), 33%

Maintain school lunch
programs during school
closures for food security
issues
Bring own lunches if
possible
If meals provided,
individually plate to limit
shared utensils

Mask use is not
recommended for children
under 2 years and may be
difficult to implement for
preschool ages.
Teach staff and students
proper use, removal and
washing of face
coverings.
Ensure efforts are made
for physical distancing to
allow for breaks from
mask wearing
Consider medical,
developmental or mental

- Develop individual plans for students with
health concerns to minimize risk and allow
inclusion if feasible with particular attention to
those with respiratory support needs
(i.e. consider medical grade masks). Families
that choose not to send their child/youth to
school require remote learning opportunities
and support.
- Cohort students in classrooms or outside if
possible
- Physical distance in communal spaces for
eating
- If lunch provided, individually plate in
kitchen
- Maintain resources for lunch program
delivery to students if schools close
- Provide easy access to hand hygiene
Although the degree of anticipated risk
reduction from cloth mask use is unclear
(based on a paucity of data), to be consistent
with other interim public health
recommendations regarding cloth masking
when unable to distance in group indoor
settings, based on current data, cloth masks
may be supported in older children and teens
(>10 years / grade 4) who may be more likely
to transmit COVID 19 than younger children,
be better able to adhere to proper use, and
have potentially fewer communication
challenges due masking. Evolving evidence
around the utility of mask use in community
and school settings is expected and would
guide further recommendations.
- In low transmission settings the masking
considerations below would be OPTIONAL to
implement based on the current public health
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recommended when
distancing not
maintained.
-Masks recommended
for middle school when
physical distancing not
maintained (SK 64%
agreement)
-Masks recommended
for high school when
distancing not
maintained (SK 61%
agreement, 22%
recommend at all
times). - Masks not
required for staff, unless
physical distancing not
maintained235
- Teach and reinforce
face covering in all
staff233

health reasons for inability
to mask wear.
Facial expressions are an
important part of
communication and
should be taken into
consideration when
developing PPE
strategies for teachers.
Mask use should not be
discouraged if a personal
choice is made to wear.

direction, and individuals who either choose
to wear masks, or not to wear masks when
no mandate is in place should not be
stigmatized2.
- Where masks are recommended, teach and
reinforce appropriate practices for staff and
students including hand hygiene with doffing,
and reinforce that the potential utility of
masking is maximized with consistent use by
the majority.
- There may be contraindication for
developmental, medical or mental health
reasons:
- School-aged children and youth who are not
able to remove their mask without assistance
should not wear a cloth mask due to safety
concerns.
- Children or youth who cannot tolerate a
mask due to cognitive, sensory or mental
health issues should also be exempt.
- It should be noted and explained when and
why different rules may exist in school
settings and other public spaces (ie schools
have additional protection through screening,
hand hygiene, cohorting).
- All day mask wearing is difficult so safe
removal for part of the day with enhanced
distancing may be important.
Considerations by age range:
Based on current evidence,
- In elementary school: in younger grades
(under age 10/Grade 4), where transmission
and illness from COVID-19 are lower,
cohorting and hand hygiene may be favoured
over strict distancing or masking for
developmental reasons.
- In middle school, masks may be considered
for all staff and students when physical
distance cannot be maintained
- In high schools, masks may be encouraged
for all staff and students when physical
distance cannot be maintained
- Schools should consider participation in
selected outcomes evaluation of policies that
may include mask or no mask use, with
cohorting, distancing, hand
hygiene) combinations
- There is insufficient data to recommend use
of cloth masks vs clear face shields as there
are no trials of either in community or school
settings. Outcome evaluations should be
developed to assess the use of face shields if
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they are considered in specific school
settings.
- Consider school supplied masks,
particularly for students in lower
socioeconomic areas if masks are part of the
school opening strategy.
- Students with health conditions that place
them at higher risk of severe disease who are
part of a cohort that is recommended for
mask use should use medical masks, and
teachers with higher risk conditions should be
supplied with medical masks, and consider
the use of eye protection for personal risk
reduction as well, consistent with World
Health Organization Technical Guidance4.

Health
considerati
ons,
including
children
with
complex
needs

- Use inhalers and
spacers over nebulizers
when possible234
- Have N95 equipment
available for aerosol
generating
procedures234

- If students with complex medical needs
require aerosol generating procedures in
school settings (eg. nebulizer therapy,
suctioning of tracheostomy) additional
precautions will need to be considered.
- Ensure mental health programs available for
staff and students

-The majority of children
with underlying medical
conditions are safe to
attend school.
Discussion with health
care providers is
recommended.
Particular attention
should be given for
those with new or
augmented
immunosuppression
(SK)

- Continue school immunizations

Consideration is
required for children
with medical, physical,
developmental and
behavioural
complexities2
- Continue school
immunizations234
- Mental health
outreach234,235

- Educate families and students about SARSCoV-2 and prevention practices
-Minimizing the number of transitions for
supply teachers, and consider a 2 week
interval between assignments
-Most children with underlying medical
conditions are safe to return to school after
discussion with their health care providers.
Health care providers will provide direction for
those with immune suppression or complex
needs.
-Consideration is required for children with
medical, physical, developmental and
behavioural complexities
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School
Closures

Educate families and
communities on risks of
SARS CoV-2233,235
In the event a person
diagnosed with COVID19 has been in the
building and poses a
risk, consider closing for
1-2 days for
disinfection233
Consider extended
school dismissals when
community transmission
is substantial233

Maintain distance
learning, meal programs
and other essential
services
Continue to coordinate
with health officials

- School closures will be at the discretion of
public health
- Regional school closure may need to be
considered in situations of elevated
community transmission and large cluster
events identified to be related to a school.
- Consider a lower threshold for high schools
to close than primary schools due to the
larger geographical areas covered by high
schools, potential for increased transmission
in adolescents and increased ability for virtual
teaching. Advice regarding out of school
social interactions should be provided
including consideration for social cohorting,
outdoor activities, and preference for more
virtual interactions.
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Figure 6: Table summarizing health guidelines from international sources. Adapted from Melnick et al236
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Evolving Evidence
The evidence for these research questions is rapidly evolving. Many jurisdictions are currently developing
guidance and protocols for reopening schools based on the evidence to date, which is mainly observational,
during early periods of the COVID-19 pandemic, when mass societal isolation and school closures were in place
in most areas. As there is increased social, economic and education reopening, along with changes in testing
protocols, identified transmission dynamics in children will likely evolve. This review will be updated as new data
from quality trials and studies are available.
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ACE2: angiotensin-2-converting enzyme 2 protein
AHS: Alberta Health Services
CI: confidence interval
COVID-19: Coronavirus Disease-2019
ddPCR: droplet digital polymerase chain reaction
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Methods
Literature Search
A literature search was conducted by Nicole Loroff, a Knowledge Resources Services (KRS) librarian within the
Knowledge Management Department of Alberta Health Services. Search was conducted in OVID
MEDLINE, PubMed, TRIP Pro, Google, Google, LitCovid, WHO Global Research Database on COVID-19,
CADTH, National Institute for Health and Care Excellence (NICE), Centre for Evidence-Based Medicine
(CEBM), medRxiv & BIORxiv. The media search included Twitter, Reddit, Google, Facebook & Apple News. The
flow of study inclusion is depicted in a PRIMSA Diagram (Figure 1). A total of 222 studies were included within
this review document based on the inclusion/ exclusion criteria (Tables 2 & 3).

Records identified from literature
searches (n= 334)

Duplicates removed
(n = 202)

Records for screening of titles and abstracts
(n = 132)

Records excluded
(n = 69)

Full-text and media articles excluded, with reasons
(n = 149)
Studies included in the review
222

Not primary research (n= 0)
Study design does not satisfy inclusion criteria (n
= 149)

Figure 1: Modified PRISMA diagram of the literature screening process
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Table 1: Inclusion and exclusion criteria for the literature search
Inclusion Criteria
• Must mention COVID-19 (SARS-CoV-2) Specifically mentions child within article
• No parameters with respect to infection or
death rate but they will be documented
• No country limits
• Published in 2020
• English language or viable in Google
translate
• Peer-reviewed research
• Pre-print research
• Reputable grey literature (eg. government
reports)
• Media articles
• Blog posts
• Academic institutions (eg. case count
websites)
• No restriction on research methods

Exclusion Criteria

1. Article is not from a credible source
2. Article does not have a clear research question or issue
3. Presented data/evidence is not sufficient to address the
research questions
4. Does not mention COVID-19 (SARS-CoV-2)
5. Does not specifically mention child of any age
6. Only discusses all ages results
7. Languages other than English (peer-reviewed literature) or
that could not be translated using Google Translate (grey
literature)

Table 2. Inclusion and exclusion criteria for sources to be considered in the rapid review
Inclusion Criteria
• Must mention COVID-19 (SARS-CoV-2) Specifically mentions child within article
• No parameters with respect to infection
or death rate but they will be documented
• No country limits
• Published in 2020
• English language or viable in Google
translate
• Reputable source (can be correlated)
• Reputable grey literature
(eg. government reports)
• Media articles
• Blog posts
• Academic institutions (eg. case count
websites)
• No restriction on research methods

Exclusion Criteria
1. Article is not from a credible source
2. Presented data/evidence is not sufficient to address the
research questions
3. Does not mention COVID-19 (SARS-CoV-2)
4. Does not mention child of any age (only total people or
unspecified numbers or no numbers) e.g. daycare outbreak
with no details
5. Languages other than English (peer-reviewed literature) or
that could not be translated using Google Translate (grey
literature)

Exclusion criteria for study quality were adapted from the Mixed Methods Appraisal Tool (MMAT) (Hong et al.,
2018). Potential articles were evaluated on three criteria: 1) Peer reviewed or from a reputable source; 2) Clear
research question or issue; 3) Whether the presented data/evidence is appropriate to address the research
question. Preprints and non peer-reviewed literature (such as commentaries and letters from credible journals)
are not excluded out of hand due to the novelty of COVID-19 and the speed with which new evidence is
available.
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Table 2 below is a narrative summary of the body of evidence included in this review. The categories, format, and
suggested information for inclusion were adapted from the Oxford Centre for Evidence-Based Medicine, the
Cochrane Library, and the AGREE Trust (Urwin, Gavinder & Graziadio, 2020; Viswanathan et al,
2012; Wynants et al., 2020; Brouwers et al., 2010).

Table 2. Narrative overview of the literature included in this review.
Description
Volume

332 publications and 98 media articles were included
For studies, consider issues such as:

Quality

•
Most studies were case reports and series, with some population-level data
analyses and modeling studies.
•
Sample sizes ranged from population-level studies with thousands of participants,
although these were few in number, to single case reports and case series with as few as
1-3 participants (most frequent).
•
Risk of bias: The risk of bias in this review was considerable. Emerging data is
published daily, and in most countries, limitations on test type and availability existed,
particularly during times when the outbreak evolved rapidly. Death rates are felt to be
significantly underrepresented, particularly during disease peak times when many died
without testing. Asymptomatic individuals may never have been tested in many scenarios,
particularly in hard-hit countries; the exception is in China, where contacts of confirmed
cases were sometimes hospitalized and observed, although for a variable period of time,
whether or not they tested positive. The significant selection bias presented by these
scenarios suggests that the number of symptomatic and asymptomatic cases and
severity of cases cannot be estimated. Sponsor/source bias is introduced by willingness
of different countries and reporting agencies and their ability to report cases; Reporting
bias and adequacy: testing was not adequate in many situations, and given the rapidity
and limited testing available, and difficulty determining whether cases were reported only
once or included in larger analyses contributes to reporting bias. Attrition bias is less
likely; with most of these studies being cross-sectional with limited if any follow-up attrition
was not an issue. Performance bias was considerable; depending on test availability and
local protocol different criteria to get tested and different types of test varied not only
between locations but also over time in the same locations; in some cases even the
sample site (nasopharyngeal vs oropharyngeal) changed over time. Detection bias was
also an issue since tools and measures varied; as well the type of test and interpretation
of testing varied.
Individual studies may provide low quality evidence for one outcome but high quality evidence for
another. This study was based almost entirely on individual studies; the rapidly evolving nature of
the situation has not allowed for production of significant high quality studies or systematic
reviews of the literature.
•
Time frames varied and depending on the state of the epidemic in specific
locations outcomes and detection varied. This was addressed in the document as
feasible.
•
Controls were not always the same as intervention groups, and intervention
varied considerably (for instance, distancing in some schools was 2 m and in other
schools 1.5 or 1 m; mask wearing varied between ‘all the time’ and ‘only between classes’
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and the use of air conditioning and adherence to safety measures also varied). As well,
different countries had varying rates of background community spread and public health
interventions in place when schools opened, different ages of children came to school,
and cohorting practices varied.
For guidelines, consider (Brouwers et al. 2010):
•
Guideline sources for public health interventions and school opening varied by
jurisdiction.
•
Author conflict of interest varied. Due to the rapid evolution of data, media was
included; where feasible media sources were backed up with government or institutional
data, however this was not always possible, and even crowdsourced data was used for
daycare cases (indicated in review). When it was not possible to connect media stories
with at least institutional data, cross-referencing between media stories and local
demographic information was used as much as possible, and legitimate (mainstream)
media were a focus.
•
Most data gathering for journal articles was opportunistic, using public health
collections, existing population cohorts and reported cases with contact tracing rather
than any formal recruitment strategies with clear inclusion and exclusion criteria.
•
Few studies, mainly those that adapted existing cohorts for evaluation for COVID19 antibodies, described any form of stakeholder or participant engagement methods.
Most studies and reports reflected samples of convenience.
•
The values and goals of impacted populations were not described in most of the
published literature; a few of the news articles quoted individual people or surveys
regarding their opinions on topics such as wearing a mask in public, but only one203
reported results of an actual survey and even in that case considerable bias, given that
the survey was voluntary, was likely.
•
Potential identified and unintended harms associated with interventions were
discussed in this survey.
•
Health equity was considered and found to have a considerable effect on people
in the study. The most vulnerable populations are most at risk of infection, and also most
at risk of having their children kept home from school. This report identified that
considerable effort will be required to protect vulnerable populations from additional
inequity due to the impact of both COVID-19 and the health measures implemented to
help control transmission.
The literature search returned studies from around the world and so inclusion was prioritized to
those most applicable to an Alberta context. The amount of available evidence directly relevant to
Applicability
answering the questions varied by but all of which had limited evidence, particularly high
quality evidence across questions.
Data and solutions varied considerably by source type and jurisdiction; even timeline impacted
both data and solutions due to rapid evolution of knowledge about SARS-Co-V-2 and the
Consistency
constantly changing demographic of its spread as well as variations in management and
reporting.

Search Strategy
PICO
- Population of interest:
-Younger children ages 0-9 and older children aged 10-19
- Interventions/Exposure:
-School or daycare setting
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-Use of isolation precautions
- Comparator:
-Adults
- Outcome:
-Asymptomatic or mild infection with COVID-19 (SARS-CoV-2)
-Transmission of COVID-19 (asymptomatic and symptomatic), especially to -teachers and daycare staff
-PCR and RNA viral loads and viable virus
-Location of infection
-Utility of public health interventions
KRS SEARCH STRATEGY
Database(s): Ovid MEDLINE(R) and In-Process & Other Non-Indexed Citations and Daily 1946 to June 10,
2020
Search
Searches
Strategy: #

Results

1

exp Coronavirus/ or Coronavirus Infections/ or coronaviru*.mp. or corona viru*.mp.
or ncov*.mp. or n-cov*.mp. or novel cov*.mp. or COVID-19.mp. or COVID19.mp. or
COVID-2019.mp. or COVID2019.mp. or SARS-CoV-2.mp. or SARSCoV-2.mp. or
25868
SARSCoV2.mp. or SARSCoV19.mp. or SARS-Cov-19.mp. or SARSCov-19.mp. or
SARSCoV2019.mp. or SARS-Cov-2019.mp. or SARSCov-2019.mp. or severe acute
respiratory syndrome coronaviru*.mp. or severe acute respiratory syndrome cov 2.mp. or
2019 ncov.mp. or 2019ncov.mp.

2

exp Child/ or Adolescent/ or Young Adult/ or (child* or kid or kids or toddler* or infant* or
baby or babies or newborn* or teen* or youth* or youngster* or adolescent* or
adolescence or juvenile* or minors or pediatric*).ab,ti.

4255735

3

1 and 2

2240

4

limit 3 to english language

2003

5

limit 4 to yr="2020 -Current"

665

6

Schools/ or School Teachers/ or Child Day Care Centers/ or (school* or highschool* or
pre-school* or preschool* or daycare* or day care* or day-care* or childcare or child care 336820
or teacher*).ab,ti.

7

5 and 6

32

8

1 and 6

160

9

limit 8 to english language

145

10

limit 9 to yr="2020 -Current"

101

11

exp Disease Transmission, Infectious/ or (transmit* or transmiss* or infectivity or
infectiousness or spread*).ab,ti.

738522

12

5 and 11

222
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13

exp Family/ or (house or household* or home* or family or familial or families or parent* or
1988329
caregiver*).ab,ti.

14

(child-to-adult or "child to adult" or child-to-parent or "child to parent").ab,ti.

5124

15

13 or 14

1989831

16

12 and 15

62

17

RNA, Viral/ or (RTPCR or RT-PCR or RNA or viral load* or mRNA).ab,ti.

971785

18

5 and 17

64

19

exp Asymptomatic Diseases/ or (asymptomatic or presymptomatic or pre-symptomatic or
910155
"not showing symptom*" or "not displaying symptom*" or subclinical or mild or milder or
severity).ab,ti.

20

(no adj2 symptom*).ab,ti.

22364

21

19 or 20

927490

22

5 and 21

156

23

exp Infection Control/ or exp Hand Hygiene/ or Masks/ or Social Distance/ or (mask* or
facemask* or face-mask* or distancing or hand wash* or contact*).ab,ti.

525782

24

5 and 23

170

25

Coronavirus Infections/pc [Prevention & Control]

1777

26

2 and 25

125

27

limit 26 to english language

115

28

limit 27 to yr="2020 -Current"

78

PubMed
Search Strategy: # Searches

Results

1

"coronavirus"[MeSH Terms] OR "coronavirus infections"[MeSH Terms] OR
"coronaviru*"[Title/Abstract] OR "corona virus"[Title/Abstract] OR
"ncov*"[Title/Abstract] OR "n cov*"[Title/Abstract] OR "novel cov"[Title/Abstract] OR
"COVID-19"[Title/Abstract] OR "COVID19"[Title/Abstract] OR "COVID40804
2019"[Title/Abstract] OR "COVID2019"[Title/Abstract] OR "SARS-CoV2"[Title/Abstract] OR "SARSCoV-2"[Title/Abstract] OR "sarscov2"[Title/Abstract] OR
"SARSCoV19"[Title/Abstract] OR "sars cov 19"[Title/Abstract] OR "severe acute
respiratory syndrome cov 2"[Title/Abstract] OR "2019 ncov"[Title/Abstract] OR
"2019ncov"[Title/Abstract] OR "severe acute respiratory disease"[Title/Abstract]

2

"child"[MeSH Terms] OR "adolescent"[MeSH Terms] OR "young
adult"[MeSH Terms] OR "child*"[Title/Abstract] OR "kid"[Title/Abstract] OR

4302885
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"kids"[Title/Abstract] OR "toddler*"[Title/Abstract] OR "infant*"[Title/Abstract] OR
"baby"[Title/Abstract] OR "babies"[Title/Abstract] OR "newborn*"[Title/Abstract] OR
"teen*"[Title/Abstract] OR "youth*"[Title/Abstract] OR "youngster*"[Title/Abstract]
OR "adolescent*"[Title/Abstract] OR "adolescence"[Title/Abstract] OR
"juvenile*"[Title/Abstract] OR "minors"[Title/Abstract] OR "pediatric*"[Title/Abstract]
3

1 and 2

3351

4

limit 3 to english language

3003

5

limit 4 to yr="2020 -Current"

1372

6

"schools"[MeSH Terms] OR "school teachers"[MeSH Terms] OR "child day care
centers"[MeSH Terms] OR "school*"[Title/Abstract] OR "highschool*"[Title/Abstract]
OR "pre school*"[Title/Abstract] OR "preschool*"[Title/Abstract] OR
348952
"daycare*"[Title/Abstract] OR "day care*"[Title/Abstract] OR "day
care*"[Title/Abstract] OR "child care"[Title/Abstract] OR "childcare"[Title/Abstract]
"teacher*"[Title/Abstract]

7

5 and 6

74

8

1 and 6

324

9

"disease transmission, infectious"[MeSH Terms] OR "transmit*"[Title/Abstract] OR
"transmiss*"[Title/Abstract] OR "infectivity"[Title/Abstract] OR
"infectiousness"[Title/Abstract] OR "spread*"[Title/Abstract]

754384

10

5 and 9

389

11

(Family[MeSH Terms]) OR (house[Title/Abstract] OR household*[Title/Abstract] OR
home*[Title/Abstract] OR family[Title/Abstract] OR familial[Title/Abstract] OR
families[Title/Abstract] OR parent*[Title/Abstract] OR caregiver*[Title/Abstract] OR 2046697
child-to-adult[Title/Abstract] OR "child to adult"[Title/Abstract] OR child-toparent[Title/Abstract] OR "child to parent"[Title/Abstract])

12

10 and 12

107

13

(RNA, Viral[MeSH Terms]) OR (RTPCR[Title/Abstract] OR RT-PCR[Title/Abstract]
OR RNA[Title/Abstract] OR viral load*[Title/Abstract] OR mRNA[Title/Abstract])

992527

14

5 and 13

107

15

"asymptomatic diseases"[MeSH Terms] OR "asymptomatic"[Title/Abstract] OR
"presymptomatic"[Title/Abstract] OR "pre-symptomatic"[Title/Abstract] OR
"subclinical"[Title/Abstract] OR "mild"[Title/Abstract] OR "milder"[Title/Abstract] OR
"severity"[Title/Abstract]

930339

16

5 and 15

299

17

"infection control"[MeSH Terms] OR "hand hygiene"[MeSH Terms]
OR "masks"[MeSH Terms] OR "social distance"[MeSH Terms] OR
"mask*"[Title/Abstract] OR "facemask*"[Title/Abstract] OR "face

537101
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mask*"[Title/Abstract] OR "distancing"[Title/Abstract] OR "hand
wash*"[Title/Abstract] OR " contact*"[Title/Abstract]
18

5 and 17

239

TRIP Pro/Google/Google Scholar (first 10 pages screened)
(coronaviru* OR "corona virus" OR ncov* OR n-cov* OR COVID-19 OR COVID19 OR COVID-2019 OR
COVID2019 OR SARS-COV-2 OR SARSCOV-2 OR SARSCOV2 OR SARSCOV19 OR SARS-COV-19 OR
SARSCOV-19 OR SARSCOV2019 OR SARS-COV-2019 OR SARSCOV-2019 OR "severe acute respiratory
syndrome cov 2" OR "severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus*" OR "2019 ncov" OR 2019ncov) AND
(child* or kid or kids or toddler* or infant* or baby or babies or newborn* or teen* or youth* or youngster* or
adolescent* or adolescence or juvenile* or minors or pediatric) from:2020

coronaviru* OR "corona virus" OR ncov* OR n-cov* OR COVID-19 OR COVID19 OR COVID-2019 OR
COVID2019 OR SARS-COV-2 OR SARSCOV-2 OR SARSCOV2 OR SARSCOV19 OR SARS-COV-19 OR
SARSCOV-19 OR SARSCOV2019 OR SARS-COV-2019 OR SARSCOV-2019 OR "severe acute respiratory
syndrome cov 2" OR "severe acute respiratory syndrome coronavirus*" OR "2019 ncov" OR 2019ncov) AND
(child* or kid or kids or toddler* or infant* or baby or babies or newborn* or teen* or youth* or youngster* or
adolescent* or adolescence or juvenile* or minors or pediatric) AND (school* or highschool* or pre-school* or
preschool* or daycare* or day care* or day-care* or child care or childcare or teacher*) from:2020

LitCovid/WHO Global Research Database on COVID-19/CADTH/National Institute for Health and Care
Excellence (NICE)/Centre for Evidence-Based Medicine (CEBM)/medRxiv &BIORxiv (date limited where
possible; keywords searched in conjunction with covid-19 terms where necessary)

child or children or children transmission or school or daycare or childcare of children mask or children distancing
or children hand hygiene or children hand washing or children asymptomatic or children symptomatic or children
viral load or children RTPCR

MEDIA SEARCH STRATEGY
Grey Literature sources/strategies included:
•

Twitter:
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

covid and school and case - 0 screened
covid and daycare - 0 screened
daycare and covid and outbreak - 1 screened; 1 accepted
school and covid and outbreak - 3 screened; 2 accepted
covid and transmission and school - 1 screened; 1 accepted
coronavirus and case and school - 6 screened; 5 accepted
coronavirus and daycare and outbreak - 0 screened
coronavirus and teacher and cases - 2 screened; 2 accepted
children and COVID-19 and transmission - 1 screened; 1 accepted
coronavirus and child and transmission - 0 screened
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•

•

•

•

•
community and coronavirus and child - 0 screened
•
coronavirus and teacher and cases - 1 screened; 1 accepted
•
daily twitter update following the source "CBC" - 1 screened; 1 accepted
Reddit:
•
covid and school and case - 22 screened; 16 accepted
•
coronavirus and school and transmission - 1 screened; 1 accepted
•
COVID-19 and school - 2 screened; 1 accepted
•
covid and daycare - 0 screened
•
covid and child and transmission - 0 screened
•
coronavirus and child and case - 0 screened
Google:
•
COVID-19 and daycare and outbreak - 12 screened; 5 accepted
•
coronavirus or COVID-19 and school or daycare - 6 screened; 5 accepted
•
coronavirus or covid-19 and teacher and cases - 6 screened; 2 accepted
Facebook:
•
coronavirus and school - 3 screened; 3 accepted
•
coronavirus and daycare - 8 screened; 6 accepted
•
COVID-19 and school - 5 screened; 2 accepted
•
COVID-19 and daycare - 3 screened; 1 accepted
Apple News:
•
Apple News Feed - 1 screened; 1 accepted

Critical Evaluation of the Evidence
There were considerable variations in the quality of evidence presented in this review, which are summarized in
Table 2 of the Appendix. In brief, COVID-19 emerged near the end of 2019 and has rapidly progressed in the
form of a global pandemic, impacting various countries differently based on the timeline of appearance and ability
to suppress transmission through public health measures and other means. Each country has faced limitations in
identifying, tracing and caring for patients that has made it impossible to identify the number of people infected
(denominator) or attribute mild, moderate and severe symptoms and even death to COVID-19 accurately. Schools
were closed in many countries for a number of months and return to school has been implemented differently
across local, provincial and national jurisdictions, with variable background community rates and public health
precautions at the time of reopening, further limiting the interpretation of data. Even detection of the virus in
human samples varies by location of sampling and assay type, and it is not entirely clear when detection of viral
particles by RNA analysis is equivalent to carriage of infectious virus. Seropositivity studies are limited by
availability, participation and the potential for cross-reactivity between seasonal coronavirus and SARS-CoV-2 S2
proteins.
On the whole, most of the published literature consists of limited case reports, series, small, short cohort studies
and cross-sectional studies from single jurisdictions, all impacted by the current status of COVID-19 in their area
at the time the study was completed, and the literature is not able to keep pace with the rapid nature of disease
progression in many countries. Selection, reporting and other biases must be taken into account in the data
interpretation and only cautious conclusions can be made.
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